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Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris has announced—the -following
voting locations for Tuesday's general
election.
Harris also announced that the
County School District No. 2 board race
will appear on ballots at Clayton Creek,
Providence and New Concord.
The precinct name is listed at the left
and the location of the election machine
is at the right.
Harris said that persons not knowing
which precinct they vote in should look
on their ID cards. If the information is


































Kirksey Kirksey WOW Bldg.
Lynn Grove Old Lynn Grove Sch.
New Concord New Concord Groc.
Providence Herndon's Seed Mill
Two Injured In
Accident Today
• Two persons were injured in a one-
car areirigmt early today on Highway 94
East, according to the Kentucky State
Police.
Keith Nichelsen and June Nichelson,
both of College Farm Road, were listed
in satisfactory condition this morning
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, according to hospital of-
ficials.
- State police. said the accident oc-
......._curred .8.9 _miles east of_lidurra,v_ _on
Highway 94. The accident occurred at
about 2:30 a. m. today.
Miss Syers To
Present Recital
Jane Denise Syers of Stligis Route 1,
a music education major at Murray
State University, will present her
senior piano recital on the campus
Sunday afternoon, Nov. 7.
Scheduled at 3:30 p-. m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, the program will include
works by Beethoven, Debussy, and
Prokofieff.
Miss Syers, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James D. Syers, is president of
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority and is a
member of Alpha Chi honor society and





WASHINGTON ( AP) — Most of the
nation will return to standard time at 2
a.m. Sunday. •
Clocks should be set back one hour
before retiring Saturday night. Barring
a change in the Uniform Time Act,
Daylight Saving Time will return on the
last Sunday in April.
Rain Today
Cloudy with rain today. Highs in the
upper 50s to low 60s. Rain likely tonight
With low 40s. Rain ending with
decreasing cloudiness and turning
cooler on Sunday. Highs in the lo* 50s.
Outlook for Monday partly cloudy and
cool. Probabilities of measurable
precipitation near 100 per cent today, 70
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Classifieds 9, 10, 11
Crossword 12
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, October 30, 1936_
Mock Election Held
Students at Carter Elementary School gave Democratic Candidate Jimmy
Carter an overvibelMing_v_itioryika mock preaidential,election held Thar- _
sday. The election, sponsored by Mrs. jean Hurt's Fourth Grade, gave Car-
ter 200 votes to 71 for President Gerald Ford.
Staff Pbotos by David HiN
?•77Wirr '
15' Per Copy
Both Candidates See 1976 Presidential
Election As 'Neck-And-Neck' On Tuesday
By DAVE RILEY
Associated Press Writer
President Ford says the 1976
presidential campaign is "neck-and-
neck" and Jimmy Carter sees the race
as so close that he says the weather
may be a key factor in deciding who
leads the nationlor the next four years.
Ford campaigned from Milwaukee to
St. Louis to Houston on Friday. He
declared he had tied Carter, and
labeled ..0e lkstiocrats as "frantic,
frustrateclind frenzied."
Carter, heading west in his final trip
of the campaign, said in Toledo, Ohio,
that the race is "very close. The polls
show it is so close that the outcome
could he decided by whether it rains o1
not."
And a Harris poll for ABC News
showed Ford within one percentage
point of Carter. The poll, announced
Conference Set At
Murray State Campus
A conference designed to assist
school systems in the implementation
of federal legislation requiring free and
appropriate public education for all
handicapped students is scheduled at
Murray State University Nov. 3-4.
Entitled "A National Conference
Providing Technical Assistance and
Support to Non-Urban School Systems
in Implementing Mandated Special
Education Programs," the two-day
conference is particularly focused on
the needs of preschool and multi-
handicapped.
Several experts from across the
-countrY will be on the campus to
discuss both sources of funding and
technical assistance available for
development of comprehensive special
education programs as mandated by
the federal legislation enacted in
November of 1975. -
Scheduled to participate in the
program sponsorecrby the Center for
Innovation and Development-and the
College of Human Development and
Learning at Murray State in
cooperation with the Southwest
Program for Exceptional Children,
Ochlocknee, Ga., are:
DeWeerd, coordinator of the
Handicapped Children's Early
Education Program of the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped, V. S.
Office of Education.
.,---Anne H. Sanford, director of the
Chapel Hill Training Outreach Project
of the Chapel Hill Carrboro City Schooj
System, Chapel Hill, N. C.
- G. Harold Smith and Robert Kibler
of the Southwest Georgia Program for
Exceptional Children, Ochlocknee. Ga.
—Lois A. Cadman, director of the
Region IX Education Service Center
Project for Mild to Moderate Han-
dicapped Children ( PEECH Project
Wichita Falls, Texas.
—Sherry Raynor, Ingham Inter-
mediate School District, Lansing, Mich
—Flonnia ;Taylor, executive dir,( tor





Congressman and Mrs. Corr oll
Hubbard will be in their home town of
Mayfield all day Tuesday.
They will vote at nine a. m. at the
American Legion _Building and spend
the remainder of the day until sir 'ii.
with their daughters at :their 410
Macedonia Road home. _
• On election night, beginning at :-.;x p.
m., the Hubbards will host a ote
count party". at Mayfield's Holiday Inn.
The public is invited. Three telex sion
sets will be in the banquet room to
enable the guests to view the major.
networks' coverage of the presidential
election results.
Vote tallies in the First Congress:, ,nal
District election will be taken at the
Holiday Inn event in Mayfield Tue,laY
Friday, gives Carter the lead over Ford
45 per cent to 44 per cent with 4 per cent
backing former Sen. Eugene McCarthy
and 7 per cent undecided.
Harris said the poll was based on
interviews with 2,891 eligible voters
from 300 precincts around the nation.
Harris said the sample showed
MSU Radio And TV To
Give Election Coverage
WICMS-FM Radio and MSU-TV on the
campus of Murray State University will
pi °vide' comprehensive election
coverage of local, regional, and
national elections on Tuesday evening,
Nov. 2.
Campaign Watch '76, designed to
provide listeners and viewers with the
most up-to-date information available,
will begin at 7 p.m. MSU7TV coverage
will continue until 10 p.m., while WK-




students at Murray State under the
auspices of Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
national honorary broadcasting
society.
WKMS-FM, a I3,000-watt non-
commercial station, is at 91.3 on the FM
dial. MSU-TV provides coverage to
cablevision subscribers in Murray on
Channel 11.
Underwriting grants for the Alpha
Epsilon Rho-sponsored campus radio
and television election coverage were
provided by Peoples Bank and Bank of
Election coverage will be handled by Murray.
MSU College Given
National Attention
Murray State University's newest
college, the College of Industry and
Technology has been given national
recognition in the September -October
edition of a new industrial publication,
"Technology Today."
Published six times a year by Enland
Publications. Inc., of Canyon, Tex.,
"T4hnology Today" has a circulation
of more thah 10,000- and goes to
educators at all levels in addition to
selecied managers, personnel directors
and executive officers of companies
and trade associations throughout the
United States and Canada.
In the initial issue, Mw-ray State's
engineering and technology programs
are featured on eight of its 28 pages as
well as on the cover. Included is a four-
page questionnand-answer dialogue ,
with Dr. Kenneth Winters, chairman
of the Department of Engineering and
Industrial Technology in. the new
college.
Dr. Winters, a native of Marion, Ky.,
and who has been et Murray State for]!
years, recently was named to the
national accreditation committee of the
National Association of Technology
during its annual conference on • the
campus of Eastern Illinois University,
Charleston.
He also was elected to the-
association's board of - - 'directors,
representing its Region 3, which in-
cludes 12-southeastern states.
In addition to the Department of
Engineering and Indqstrial
Technology, four other departments
make up the College of Industry-and
Technology at Murray State:
Graphic Arts Technology of which
Dr. Thomas E. Gray is the chairman;
Industrial Arts Education with George
T. Lilly. the chairman; a Vocational
Technical Education of which John E.
Fortin LS the chairman, and the
Department of Military Science with
Lt. Col. John Prichard as the chairman.
Carter with a 55-39 lead in the South and
a 43-41 lead in the East. Ford was ahead
48-40 in the Midwest and 50-41 in the
West.
Ford was campaigning today in
Texas before flying to Philadelphia and
then to Syracuse and Buffalo, N.Y. His
running -mate, Bob Dole, was catn-
paigaing on the West Coast.
' Carter was to travel today from St.
Louis to Tulsa, Okla., and later to New
Orleans. Democratic vice presidential
candidate Walter Mondale campaigned
in the Midwest and scheduled a stop
today in Ohio.
The Democratic nominee has
campaigned hard on -economic issues
and he quickly leaped on new gover-
runent statistics showing a decline for
:he second straight month in figures
'designed to predict economic
develdpments.
The government said the index of
leading economic indicators fell seven- •




Judy Hill of Springfield, Va., a
sophomore special education major at •
Murray State University; has been
chosen as president-elect of the Ken-
tucky Student Council for Exceptional
Children.
She was one of three representatives
of the Student CoOndl for ExCeptiorial
7 Children at Mutiny- State selected for
leadership positions dring a recent
special education conference in
Louisville.
The other two were chosen as
divisional mernbership chairmen for
West Kentucky. They are:
Sruzanne Kain ef Midway Route 1, a
senior • special education major,
chairman of- the Council for Excep-
tional Children-Mental -Retardation -
Division; and Sarah Lovan of Owen-
sboro, a stiptiomore elementary
education -major,. chairman of the
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By Abigail Van Buren
E 1976 Or Chscego Tribune N T News Sind tn‘
DEAR ABBY: After reading the letter from HEAVY-
HEARTED DAD whose pregnant daughter wasn't even
through eighth grade, I had to write. This is for all teenage
girls whose boyfriends try to pressure them into going all
the way:
I 'm 16 and my boyfriend is 18. Sure, we go parking and
make out, but when he mentions fourth base, I set him
straight right away.
My feeling is this: We have our whole lives ahead of us,
so why take a chance on ruining it when we're young?
If your boyfriend says, "If you love me, you'll prove it
by going all the way," tell him to get lost. Keep a level
head' and don't ever go so far you can't turn backs. It's not
worth it. Sign me...
A FIRM "NO"
DEAR FIRM: Congratulations! Fifteen years ago I
wrote a book, "DEAR TEENAGER," but the chapter
"Should I Prove My Love?" is still sound advice for
teenagers. And here it is:
Girls need to "prove their love" through illicit sex
relations like a moose needs a hat rack.
Why not "prove your love" by sticking your heed in the
oven and turning on the gas? Or playing leap-frog out in
the traffic? It's about as safe.
' Clear the cobwebs out of your head: Any fellow who
asks you to 'prove your love' is trying to take you for the
biggest, most gullible fool who ever walked. That proving
bit is one of the oldest and rottenest lines ever invented!
Does HE love YOU? It doesn't sound like it. Someone
who loves you wants whatever is best for you. But now
figure it out. He wants you to:
Commit an immoral act...
Surrender your virtue...
Throw away your self-respect...
Risk the loss of your precious reputation...
And risk getting into trouble...
Does that sound as though he wants what's best for
you? This is the laugh of the century. He wants what's
best for HIM.. .he wants a thrill he can brag about at your
expense.
Love? Who's kidding whom! A boy who loves a girl
wyuld sooner cut off his right arm than hurt her. If you
want my opinion, this self-serving so-sad-.o has already
proved that he DOESN'T love you.
' The predictable aftermath of "proof' of this kind always
finds Don Juan tiring of his sport. That's when he drops
YOU, picks up his line and goes casting elsewhere for
bigger and equally silly fish.
At times, still another versionof this modern tragedy
occurs, as indicated by this letter I once received:
DEAR ABBY: I went steady for seven months with a.
boy I thought was the most wonderful person in the whole
world. I thought I'd always stay decent. After a while we
weren't satisfied with just kissing.
He asked me to prove my love. I thought as long as we
planned to be married in a few years, what would it
matter?
I gave in to him, Abby, and I found out it mattered a
lot. He lost all respect for me. He started going with other
girls. He even talked about me to other boys.
Please print this for all the girls to see. Maybe it will
help someone who is tempted to prove her love like I did.
SORRY NOW
If he loves you, let HIM prove his love—by marching
you to the altar!
Hetet° write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 112
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long,. self-addressed, stamped (24t) envelope.
SHARON KELSO
is now working at the
Kingswood Beauty Salon
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• By The University of
Kentucky County Extension.
Agents for Home Economics
MANAGING ENERGY IN
THE OVEN — Don't preheat
your oven unless you are
baking goodies that contain
baking powder — cakes,
biscuits, and cdokies, for
example. Use glass or glass
ceramic baking dishes. You
can lower oven heat by 25
degrees. Use the oven for an
entire meal rather than one
dish. Plan to bake two dishes
and freeze one. Bake extra
potatoes and use in potato
salad or casserole. Electric
ovens can be turned off during
the last five minutes of baking
time. — Juanita Amonett,
Paducah.
C.
When buying frozen foods,
avoid lumpy, stained or leaky
packages — all may be signs
that the contents have thawed
and refrozen. Packages with
visible frost on the outside or
with the crunchy feel of frost
on the inside should also be
left in the store, as should torn
or broken packages,
especially torn bags on frozen
poultry. And don't buy
packages that are stacked
above the frost line in the
display cabinet. These tips




meals? Cooked chicken or
turkey casseroles freeze well
— in fact, any type of cooked
meat used in combination with
vegetables will freeze well.
Flaky pastry is a good way to
top it before freezing. — Pat
Curtsinger, Benton.
WHY DO SEAMS PUCKER
IN EASY CARE OF PER-
MANENT PRESS FABRICS?
+Thread tension is too tight.
Loosen top tension and bobbin
tension as necessary. +Stitch
length may be too short or too
long. Test stitch length and
change as needed. +Needle is
blunt. Change needle. +Too
much pressure on the presser
foot; the two layers of fabric
travel unevenly. Lighten
pressure. +Hole in throat
plate is too large. Use round-
hole throat plate and straight-
stitch pressure foot for
straight stitching. -With oval-
hole plate, set needle position
to left, follow the appropriate
marking on your machine far
correct seam width. — Jean
Cloar, Murray.
Designers are choosing a
variety of fabrics — supple,
soft, and luxurious. The major
fabrics will be mohair,
heathery wool flannels, jer-
seys, double-faced woolens &
tartans. Corduroys will range
from lightweight baby wales
to classic pin wales and thick
rugged, wide wales. Blanket
fabrics, often reversible,
comes in plaids, brushed and
unbrushed wools and wool
blends, fleeces and real horse
blanket fabrics. — Dean
Roper, Mayfield.
October is a good month in
which to set out broad leaf &
needle evergreens, to plant
tulips and other spring
flowering bulbs, to set out
deciduous plants when they
start shedding their leaves
during the latter part of the
month, and to dig _summer
bulbs before the ground begins
to freeze. We recommend
wrapping tree trunks,
especially trunks of young
fruit trees, to prevent sun
scald, windburn and winter
bark stripping by hungry
rabbits or perhaps by rodents.
Also, water deeply and mulch
any' plants likely to suffer
from winds and drought. —
Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
Teflon potholders - When
replacing a teflon ironing
board cover, save the unworn
part of the old cover for
making the teflon side of
potholders. Old unworn parts
of the ironing board pad also
make excellent padding for
the potholders. — Sue Fraser,
Bardwell.
There are some features you
can see and test carefully.
However, much of what you do
not see affects the quality of Sahirday, October 30
upholstered furniture. This Century Singers will sing at
means you rely upon the ay. Locust Grove Church of
tegrity of the manufacturer Nazarene at Kirksey at 7:30p.
and the dealer. 6aaas.
formation•will be included on
Baptist Student Unionthe, label. A reliable dear
should be able to answer most Student Work Day will be
of your questions, but you from 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
need to know what to look for For odd jobs to be done call
in order to shop wisely. 753-5771.
Contact your County
Halloween party, featuring
Extension Office for a pam-
Eugene Kirk and his Band,phlet on this — Mildred Potts,
illaCenter. wi
ll be held at Fern Terrace
Lodge at seven p. m. All






The first of a series of art
showing at the Calloway
County Public Library was
work by J. C. Goodman.
Mr. Goodman, formerly of
Oklahoma but now residing in
Calloway County, paints
mostly in oils and has had
several prints available. His
large oil painting titled "A
Heap Of Livin," has been on
display in several locations
and depicts an American
scene' of the past. This is his,
most recent print release. - Members of Friendship
Because of showings in two Bible Group, ages 11 to 15, of
different locations in Oak Grove CP Church will
Oklahoma, the exhibit was collect for UNICEF from two
moved from the library this to four p. m.
week.
Del Frazier is the next Sunday, October 31
scheduled local artist to show Ruth Wilson and Lee-Olia
in the library and the public is Circles of Good Shepherd
invited to come by the library United Methodist Church will
to see this work in November, have a pledge service at the
a library spokesman said, church at three p.m.
Festival of Champions for
high school bands in the area
will be held at Murray State
University with preliminary
session to begin at eight a. m.
and finals beginning at 7:30p.
m. Tickets for each session
are adults $2, children $1. Call
762-4151 for information.
Professional indoor short
track motorcycle race with
proceeds going to the Physics
and Computer Science Student
Support Fund will begin at
eight p. m. in the Livestock
Show and Exposition Center,





in a wide variety of styles,
sizes, qualities and prices.
When you get ready to select a
chair or sofa, you must decide
which piece will best serve
your needs and fit your
budget. The choice of style is
determined by the general
atmosphere you wish to cteate
in your -home, your personal
preference,, and the fur-
nishings you already have.
Quality in upholstered fur.'




Mr. and Mrs. Louie
Williams, Jri,, of New Concord
are the parents of a baby girl,
Regina Sue, weighing eight
pounds two ounces, born on
Tuesday, September 21, at the
Murray:Calloway County
Hospital..
The father is employed with
Steve Treas Used Cars. The
mother is on leave from Say--
Rite Store.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Louie Williams, Sr:, and
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Corey, all
of New Concord, and Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Knott of Dexter.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Wavel Osborn of
New Concord and Mr. and
Mrs. Pratt Hamby of
Fredonia.
HALE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hale of
Murray Route One, Penny-
Airport Road, are the parents
of a baby girl, Kelly Dawn,
weighing eight pourids, born
on Monday, October 25, at
seven p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one son, Bryan,
age five. The father is em-
ployed by Nolan Fisher of
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Hale of Hazel Route
Two and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Carroll of DeRidder, La.
NASHVILLE PATIENT
Joyce Faye Kendall un-
derwent surgery at the
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nash-
ville, Tenn. Her address is
Vanderbilt University
Hospital, D 6200, Room 62138,
Nashville, Tenn.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Margaret Taylor of
Murray Route Seven has been








My Hot Sweet Mustard
Asparagus Salad
Strawberry Shortcake
MY HOT SWEET MUSTARD
Once again, by request!
2-ounce can ( about 2-3rd.s Leonard Vaughn
cup) dry mustard
2-3rds cup firmly packed 'lay kA Id
light brown sugar
1-3rd cup oil
1-3rd cup cider vinegar
'4 teaspoon silt
In a medium mixing bowl
beat together all the in-
gredients until smooth. Makes
about 1'4 cups. Turn into a jar
and cover tightly. Refrigerate
overnight before serving so fla-
vors blend. Keep stored in re- . Paid Political Advertisement, Paid for by I. W. Howertonfrigerator. Warn eaters this
inititel very h°t! ,.....sesillmomr991"1"990”9991-11.PIMPOI/Mas 
isepnemmea. .retrar
Chapter M of PEO will have
a potluck luncheon at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Harry
Sparks at 1:30 p. m. Husbands
will be guests.
Billie Cash of Louisville will
be presented in a piano recital
toward fulfillment of Bachelor
of Music degree at the Recital
Hall Annex, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Complex, MSU, at two p.
Open house and needlepoint
siliow will be held at Donna's
Needlepoint Design from two
to five p.m. The needlepoint
display will continue the
following week during
business hours. _ _
Student Brass Quintet will
perform at 3:30 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Sunday, October 31
Reception in honor of M.
and Mrs. Mike Robertson will
be at eight p. m. at the
Fellowship Hall, First Baptist
Church.
Monday, November 1
Kirksey Seilior Citizens will
meet at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church at one p.m.
Youth Choir, Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will present
the musical, "The Clown" at




Society will have its Christ-
mas Arts and Crafts event at
-Stewart Stadium, Room 206,
MSU, from seven to ten p. m.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at the North
Second Street Center at seven
p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a. m. at the club house.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
18t.h. Dad Main Streets. at L30
pm.
Murray Senior Citizens will
have a work day for the
bazaar at St. John's Center,
1620 West Main, from ten a. m.
to three p. m. Each one bring a'
sack lunch. For transportation
call 753-975 by 9:15 a. m.
Monday, November 1
Basketball jamboree of lady
teachers of all Calloway
County Schools will be at
Jeffrey gym starting at seven
p.m. Admission will be adults




Needline Association will start
at seven p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. Public
urged to attend.
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet with Mrs. Stanford
Andrus at 7:15 p. m.
Have you discovered that
chicken thighs may be used in
curries, casserole dishes and






New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
THE WATCHES OF THE
NIGHT, by Harry Caudill.
Little.
Caudill, the author of
NIGHT COMES TO THE
CUMBERLANDS, continues
the heartbreaking story of a
rich land inhabited by a poor
people whose problems have
worsened in spite of state and
local aid.
JODY, by Jerry Hulse.
McGraw.
A true story of Hulse's
search, racing against the
clock, to discover his wife's
true identity before she un-
ciergOes potentially fatal brain
surgery.
THE GULAG AR-
CHIPELAGO, VOL. 2, 1918-
1956, by ialeksandr
Solzhenitsyn. Harper.
• Most of this new volume
covers what the author calls
the "Destructive-Labor
Camps" and the fate of the
prisoners in them. Most tragic
of all he writes of the life of the
women prisoners and of the




_ Ipto quiet Applecross,
Maine, comes a stranger to
buy the old Darby place. His
reclusive habits lead to violent
incidents that bring a chill of
terror to the small com-
munity.
SAVE YOUR MARRIAGE,
by Barry Berkey. Nelson-Hall.
Dr. Berkey's readable book
should be of interest to
husbands and wives, to those
about to become husbands and
wives, and to counselors who





NITURE, by .Geoffrey Wills.
St. Martin.
The author places emphasis
on the men who designed and
made the furniture and
provides the collector with
pointers towards finding the




GLASS-, by Marian ICIanikin.
Hawthorn.
A well illustrated book
written on the nostalgic
history of this glassware
tracing the great variety of
colors, shapes, and patterns in,
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GIVE HIM YOUR VOTE, TOO.
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Vows To Be Read
Miss Delhi Mae Watkins
and Roy Loyd Oliver
The approaching marriage of Miss Della Mae' Watkins,
daughter-of Mrs. Effie Watkin.s'and thelate Royce E. Watkins
of Hazel Route Two, to Roy Loyd Oliver, sonof Henry G. Oliver
of Fairview Drive, Lone Oak, and the late. Mrs. Mae Cash
Oliver, has been announced.
Miss Watkins, a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is presently employed at the Murray-Calloway Couif-
ty Hospital. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Laura Taylor of
Hazel.
The groom-to-be, a 1970 graduate of Wingo High School, is
presently employed at Sager Glove Company in Murray and
attending Murray State University. He is the grandson of Mrs.
Nola Oliver of Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, December 3, at
seven p. m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. A reception
will follow the ceremony.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
Mrs. Wess Fulton Hostess For
Meeting Of Wadesboro Homemakers
The Wadesboro Home-
makers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Wess Fulton on
Wednesday, October 20, at
1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Dixie
Palmer presiding.
Mrs. Gladys Young
presented the devotion on the
subject of "Stewardship."
Mrs. Jean Cloar, county ex-
tension agent in home
economics, was a visitor.
The main lesson on "Time
For The Things We Enjoy"
was presented by Mrs. Mavis
Hurt.
Mrs. Paula Palmer
discussed "How to Grow
House Plants," and also gave
the landscape notes.
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Audra
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Solsactilsors wh,, nem mot
rocoivod their home
&Nimrod copy of 71os
folomay Lodger & Timm by
530 pm. Mowery-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. ea Satardorys
ors maid to eon 753-1916
betas's 5:30 pie. mod 6
p.m., Monday-Friday, or
3:30 p.m. sad 4 p.m. Ststot.
days, to his.,. derisory of
do newspaper. (aNs most
be plead by 6 p.m. meek-
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
gvormstimo &Army.
Futrell.
Also present were Mrs.
Ousta Conner, Mrs. Ruth
Fulner, Mrs. Betty Palmer,
Mrs. Laverne Hardie, Mrs,
Opha Culver, and Mrs. Ruby
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1974
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 elriel-4
Don't take anything for
granted. Make sure! Neither be
pessimistic nor follow blind
optimism. Day calls for ex-
ceptionally good judgment.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Tension indicated in certain
areas. Avoid those who are
overly emotional and keep out
of situations which could
needlessly involve you in
others' problems.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Whether you have elected to
travel or stay at home, you
seem assured of heart-warming




(June 22 to July 23) et)
Do not yield to indifference or
lose confidence in a matter
which seems stymied.
Strengthen your hand with
facts, your faith with courage.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 41241
It would be wise to keep plans
flexible now. Certain changes of
circumstance may call. for
sudden improvisation.
VIRGO -
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 '1r
Some situations complicated.
Be sure you have all the facts
before making decisions.
Whether day is for recreation or
you have tasks to perform,
remain composed.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
You normally abide by your
contracts and promises, and
here is a day for stressing this
integrity. A novel adventure
could please you.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 221 inoer'
Do not scatter energies and
DO avoid extravagance. Be
realistic and pursue only worth-
while activities - whether at
work or play.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
What's expedient is not
always wise. Be careful whore
and when you must refuse,
consent, or dismiss suggestions
from your mind.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /Cr°
You may be undergoing a





(Jan. 21.to Feb. 19)
Excellent planetary in-
fluences, You will not have to
strain is accomplish now. A
good period for building up your
potentials, reviving a project
previously set aside.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Do not make any final
decisions until you have had
enough time to weigh all the
pros and cons. And, even if you
make one which you consider




YOU BORN TODAY are an
extrepaply intense individual,
endowed with lofty ambitious
and an outstanding sense of
responsibility. Your talents are
many and fit you for such
rEVersifikd fields as writrng; the
theater, architecture, sculpture
and medicine ( especially
surgery). You have a gift for
leadership and are a reformer
at heart; may take up many
"causes" in your lifetime and
might even enter politics as a
means of furthering them. All
this, of course, if living on the
higher plane. Undeveloped,
however, your great desire for
luxuries could lead you to
prostitute your fine talents in
order to achieve them. Care!
Birthdate of: John Evelyn, Eng.
writer, diarist: John Keats,
Eng. poet; Gen. Chiang Kai-




FOR MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1, i97
Look in the section in which
your birthday corms and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20
Burchett. Gains indicated from past
The next meeting will
good efforts. But don't rest onbe in
the home of Mrs. Culver on
your latrels-. -Plan- -to- -benefit -
from the roced which
Wednesday, November 17, at proved so sucPcessfulurinesthe
1:30p.m. TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You can afford to be a bit
daring now. Do something -
anything - to lessen the depth
of any possible rut in which you
may find yourself.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 211
Mercury influences stimulate
movement, ideas for expansion.
Get at basics, clearly un-
derstood means of planning and
action.
CANCER
(June22 to July 23)
A day for optimism! You will
make unusual gains - most
likely for having done ex-
ceptionally well in projects
which called for clever
organization.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Favorable solar influences
stimulate- your skills and
talents. You should accomplish
much. Keep the ball rolling, the
door to opportunity open.
VIRGO
( Aug. 21 to Sept. 231
There is a present tendency to
take on more activities than you
can reasonably handle. Avoid!
You know what this has meant
before!
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 73 -
An ideal day in which to
gather in the fruits of past
endeavors. Reward may come
in the form of a promotion -
with expanded prestige.
SCORPIO -
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22} ,,vehe
Take the necessary measures




The Flint Baptist Church
Girls in Action organization
met on Wednesday, October
20, at the church.
Election of officers for the
new year were held with Molly
Imes being elected president.
Vice-president for the 1976-77
year is Kathy Roberts.
Rebecca Jones will serve as
secretary; Shawn Bucy will be
treasurer, and Tammy Miller
will be in charge of the
scrapbook.
A Halloween Slumber Party
was planned for Friday night,
October 29, at the home of Kae





Of Hell House" (PG)
With Roddy McDowell
aiioween
Charles G. Warner Jr. D.V.M.
Practice
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interests which may have been
threatened. You .can do it, but
you'll need a cool, level head.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) NW4(-1;>
Now's the time to :hake the
effort toward the attainment of
a major goal. You have plenty
of stellar support to back you.
-CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan.20) V wr.
Your outlook similar to that of
Sagittarius. If you are bursting
with self-confidence, as you•
should be, this is the day for
gaining cooperation in putting
over a pet project.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21. to Feb. 19)
Several chances to do better
than usual. Take advantage of
all worthwhile opportunities. A
good period in which to try out
new ideas and methods.
PISCES 
X(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
• Aspects now increase your
desire for further recognition
and prestige. Both can be at-
tained by using a new approach
Don't stymie yourself by
sticking to the traditional
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with one of the
moSt dynamic personalities in
the-entire spectrum of the
zodiac. So great is your "-ice-
fulness, your self-reliance and
your self-assurance that they
could lead you to extremes and
overaggxessiveness if you are
not careful. Used with a
measure of control, however,
these traits, excellent in
themselves, can lead you to the
top of any career you choose.
For you laugh at any obstacle in
your path and hurdle it with
amazing ease. You'are a born
leader, a strong individualist, a
tremendous influence - for
good or otherwise. That's up to
you! - Many great dramatists,
artists, writer, sculptors and
musicians have been Scorpio-
born. Other fields in which you
could excel: finance, business
management, the law.
Preparing their pumpkin for Halloween are, left to
right, Donnie Alley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Alley, lohn
ny Garyimon, son of Donna and lohn Gammon and






Baby Girl Jones ( Mother
LIly), 211 N. 13th St., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Freddie Allgood, No. 9s
Shady Oaks T. Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Lillian Hughes, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Elanda Trotter,
Rt. 7, Box 138, Murray, James
Younkin, Hart Hall, Murray
State University, Murray,
Miss Frances Williams, 209
Spruce St., Murray, Mrs.
Sherri Dobson, P. 0. Box 352,
Camden, Tenn., Mrs. Patsy
Barker, Rt. I, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Sue Underwood, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Sara
Hutson, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Janie Ryan and Baby Boy, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Rida
Williams and Baby Girl, D-5-
Fox Meadows Trailer Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara
Garnere Rt. 1, Box 34, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Charles Cathey,
Rt. 2, Box 76, Murray, Miss
Bridgette Booker, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Miss Lydia Cathey,
Rt. 2, Box 76, Murray, Mrs.
Millie Douglas, Rt. 5, Murray,
Miss Lucille Walters, 1204
Grove St., Paris, Tenn.,
Lonnie Cope, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs -,---Bertha Peoples, "Rt..1,
Sedalia, Carroll Thorne, Rt. 3,







Baby Boy Phillips ( Mother-
Rebecca ), A-V Fox Meadows,
Murray, Baby Boy Walker
1 Mother-Rogenna), R-2 Park-
way Ti-. Ct., Mayfield, Baby
Boy Speight ( Mother-Judy,
Rt. I, Paris, Tn., Baby Girl
Smith- (Mother-Reba), 1304
9th. St., Mayfield, Baby Boy
Hunter ( Mother-Donna ), 727
Anderson Ave., Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Betty- S: Jackson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2 Box 201,
.„ Paris, Tn., Mrs. Sandra D.
Cunningham and Baby Girl,
Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Myrna
Jean Yates and Baby Girl, Rt.
7, Benton, Mrs. Debra J.
Moore, Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs.
Helen L. Wright, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Wanda Osborn
Reavis, Rt. 4, Murray, Miss
Franchesica E. Sanderson,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs. Mary B.
Thomas, 1508 Henry St.,
Murray, Mrs. Peggy S.
Maupin, Rt. 2, Bx. 262,
Buchannon, Tn., Mrs. Conley
Louise Paschall, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Wilma D.
Stephenson, 919 No. 18th. St.,
Murray, Mrs. Treva Young,
Hardin, Mrs. Julia Marie
-Garland, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Clara M. Rogers, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Beatrice Jones,
309 So. 3rd. St., Murray,
Homqr. Beall, Rt. 8 Bx. 640,
Mirrray, Dee Vinbon, 504L-2 So.
6th. St., Murray, Mrs. 011ie B.
Hale, 1504 Thompson Lane,
Fulton, Melvin -Miller, ex-
pired), Rt. 6, Murray, Buell







Mrs. Lily M. Jones and
Baby Girl, 211 N. 13th.,
Murray, Mrs. Helen P. Travis
and Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Benton,
Miss Ann J. Greenfield,
Murray Manor Apts. D-4,
Murray', Robert R. Rains, 114
N. 7th., Murray, Joe C. Beale,
102 S. 12th., Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn R. Parker, Rt. 3,
Benton, Jackey L. Parker, Rt.
1, Almo, Miss Tamra B.
Gallimore, 158 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, R. C. Outland, Rt. 8-
Box 21, Murray, Mrs. Mary M.
Jones, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth Dowdy, 104 N. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Euna E. Bucy,
New Concord, Odell Estes, Rt.
1-Box 305, Mayfield, Mrs.
Verona E. Jones expired),
Rt. 1, Dexter.
Nurses Meeting Ti,
Be At West ieu.
The KSALPN DEstrict 17,
Unit 1, will hold its monthly
meeting on Tuesday,
November 2 at seven p. m. at
West View Nursing Home.
All members are en-
couraged "to attend„ a
spokesman said.
Election Year For Flower Bulbs, Too
A' conscientiouscitizen can
study the candidates and is-
sues right up to Election Day
before he decides how to vote.
But a conscientious gardener
must choose, montha in ad-
vance, the bulbs he waots to
see "emerge victorious" neat
spring.
The "primaries" for bulb
flowers come before the first
frost. Their :'ioauguration
days" begin in March.
Thia year, there are twelve
"potential winners" from
which you may select
the bulb flowers that will
be the "lives of the party" at
your springtime garden gala.
They've been nominated and
acclaimed "front-runners" by
hundreds of thousands of
visitors and a panel of bulb
experts at Holland's world-
famoukKfukenhof Gardens.
The winning dozen includes
eight tulips, a hyacinth, a cro-
cus, a narcissus and a pusch-
kinia. They ire:
Hyacinth AMETHYST,
comp_osed of many. Borate. of.
a unique purple-red color on
a strong stem.
Darwin Tulip PA NDION, a
purple and white edged flow-
er of great distinction on a
tall stem.
Darwin Hybrid Tulip ELIZ-
ABETH ARDEN, having a
beautiful soft pink colored
blossom, blooming in • mid
spring.
Darwin Hybr-id Tulip
GOLDEN OXFORD, having -a




a deep red coloring that
changes when seen at dif
ferent angles
Cottage Tulip BALALA/
KA, a very tall graceful late'
flowering tulip in turkey red
with a yellow base.
Lily-flowered Tulip MAR
IETTE. this slender, elegant
flower blooms in deep satin
rose with a white base.
Fostersana PIT IS
SIM A, a remarkable large
white tulip for lite early
spring garden.
Greigii Tulip RED Iflp
ING HOOD the exotie,119_
carmine red and black blos-
.som blooms on beautiful
green and purple mottled
leaves.
Species Crocus Muer', a
delightful mixture - of colors
blooming in early spring even
before the normal Crocuses.
Puschkinia Libanotica, a
lovely delicate blue and white
- blossom .bulb...flower soitable_ _




strong variety with yellow
petals and deep orange cup
that can be used anywhere in
the garden.
So make your decisions
now. Vote early and often --
for bulb 'power. Remember
- for a landslide in the






Baby Girl Cook ( mother
Martha), 1617 Keenland Dr.,
Murray, Baby Girl Hale
(mother Bonnie), Rt. 1-lox 32,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Annie K. Outland, 1607'
Keenland Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Anne T. Wood, 2006 Coldwater
Rd., Murray, Miss Melissa
Hollingsworth, Rt. 1, Big
Sandy, Tn., Mrs. Dorothy S.
Tucker, Rt. 3, Murray, Noel R.
Melton, 507 S. 7th., Murray,
Jack W. Attkisson, Rt. 6-Box
151, Murray, Rufus A. McRee,
Rt. 6, Paris, .Th., Dennis





Baby Girl Brindley ( mother
Judy), Rt. 2, Parkway Cts.,
Murray, Baby Boy Jackson
( mothei• Patricia), Rt. 2,
Hickory, Baby Girl Collie
( mother Jeanette), Rt. 3,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Emma Perrin, Rt. 5,
Murray, Doyce. MOrriS, 1626
W. Olive, Murray, Chris
,Elliott, Rt. 1, Box 60, Murray,
Mrs. Judy Speight and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Donna Hunter and Baby Boy,
727 Anderson Ave., Mayfield,
Mrs. Reba Smith and Baby
Girl, 314 S. 9th St., Mayfield,
Mrs. Melinda Stuber, Rt. 6,
Box 422, Clinton Rd.,
Paducah, David. Lusk, Jr.,
1546 Oxford Dr., Murray,
James Townsend, 919
Caledonia, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Martha Key, Rt. 4, Box 184,
Murray, Miss Hazel Pat-
terson, New COncord, John
Grogan, Rt. 1, Box 68, Hardin,
Sherman Jines, New Concord,
Mrs. Minnie Carroll, 109 S:
10th St., Murray, Mrs., Annie
Sanders, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Add finds grated cheddar
cheese and minced chives to
mayonnaiw,, serve on a lettuce
and tomato salad
SCOTT-DRUG 1
Will Be Open Every Sunday
1205 Chestnut Street
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs




It's true. Just have an electric heat pimp installed in
your home. You'll enjoy clean, winter comfort for about
half the energy cost of other central electric heating sys-
tems. The Super efficient heat pump actually draws
energy out of the air. Fqr residenti@l heating in our area,
it produces about two units of heat for each,unit of elec-
tricity it uses. That means it's, twice as efficient as cen-
tral resistance heating.
And there's more. in summer the heat pump cools
like central air conditioning.
•
See us for more information on this home comfort
bargain-the electric heat pump.





The illurra edger & Times
.11 I Nfic,1 ii%
Walter L. Apperson, publisher MUHR.4 NE‘ PAPERS. In( R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Editorials and oeustensted articles on this peer are pr,sented for
the puma, of providing a Ionian for the free est h.nei of thtlersw
opinions letters to the editor in resit...low I, editori...1, snki
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this new strungh believe that to lona
opinionated acUcles to °ply thoar which parrallel the editorial
ptulosoph) of this newspaper would be a disservice to our reader,
therefore Mr write readeri who do nut agree with an editorial stood
the ideas presented by an Individual writer in a colunui. to respond




on the Democratic ticket for
Congressman for the First
District, is this newspapers
choice for another term in
Congress. Hubbard has kept.in
close touch with the needs and
desires of the people within his
district and his voting record in
Congress has been in keeping
with conservative ideals and
programs.
10 Years Ago
Army Master Sergeant James E.
Poole, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert E.
Poole, was assigned October 17 to the
14th Aviation Battalion at Vietnam.
C. Enix and Bobby McDowell are
co-chairmen or the Murray Lions Club
Radio Auction. They are pictured with
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Brondle Clayton, age 70, and Toy
Phillips, age 76.
Named as Kings and Queens of the
Fall Festival held at Faxon School were
Dale Bogard, Michael Conner, Julia
Greenfield, and Sandra Duncan.
Murray State University Cross
Country team won over the team from
Western Kentucky University in a meet
held here yesterday.
20 Years Ago
The fourth annual District FFA and 4-
H Beef Show and Sale will be held at the
Murray Livestock yard on November 5,
according to Harvey Ellis, chairman of
the show.
The Paducah District of the Future
Homemakers of America met October-
27 at Murray High School. Wilma Boyd
of Murray Training School is district
president and June Foy of Murray High '
School is district second vice-president.
Births reported include a boy,
Stephen Graves, to Mr. and Mrs. Bill G.
Geurin on October 19, and a boy, Paul
Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. Wyvan F.
Holland on October 19.
_Prof.. Auburn. Wells, spoke _on
"Economics" at the meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
In basketball games last night New
Concord beat Cuba 76 to 49 and Murray
Training beat Hazt159 to 50.
30 Years Ago
Preston W. Ordway has been
• promoted to the position of business
manager of Murray State College,
according to President Ralph H.
-:: Woods.
Deaths reporteg include Mrs. Bertha
Lee Hill, age 64, Glenda Faye Wells,
age eighteen days, Merle T. Kessler,
age 34, 011ie Stom, age 43, Luther Page,
Hubbard has shown boun-
dless energy and studies each
piece of legislation throughly
before casting his vote in the
nation's Congressional cham-
ber. He has also set up the
machinery in his district to
keep his constituents fully in-
formed of his actions. We think
he is a good representative and
urge his re-election next
Tuesday.
age 64, Mrs. Rosie Dean Howard,
William T. McCuiston, age 61, Horace
W. Walston, age 78, and Forrest
Carlisle Pogue, Sr.
Robert Hahs, Woodfin Hutson, James
C. Williams, C. A. Riggs, Edgarter, Ed
Pross, E. F. Settle, and Wildy-Berry are
new rnenibers of the MurraY 'Rotary
Club.
Marriages announced this week
include Frances Wall Shelton to 0. B.
Karsner, Jr., on October 30, and June
Williams to Paul Hopkins on October
26. -
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Charlton on
October 27, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Nelson on October 29, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Gillis Hester on
October 28.
Edward Curd principal of New
Concord High School, crowned the new
senior king and queen, Lloyd Thompson
and June Farley, and the junior king
and queen, Jinuny Futrell and Ruby
Nell Black, in special ceremonies at the
school.
40 Years Ago
Kentucky Senior -Senator, Alben W.
Barkley, will make his final appeal for
the Democratic candidates here on
November 2.
Two important sewage projects will
be started in the city of Murray soon,
according to Will Ed Covington, project
manager for the WPA.
Deaths reported this week include
Dave Jones,. age 86, and Mrs. Laura
Mcconnelltag_e_51. _
More than one thousand iier`ions
attended the dedication program of the
First Baptist Church held on October 25
with Dr. J. W. Porter as speaker. The
cost of the building has been set at
$150,000.
A low of 26 degrees was recorded here
on the night of October 26.
R. H. Falwell, Jr., was elected
president of the Kentucky Baptist
Student Union at the annual convention
held October 24 at Bowling Green.
Marriages announced this week
include Marjorie McElrath to William
S. Major on October 24.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Jones on
October 22.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Echoes From The Past
1..1 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and family notes.)
Written By Judith A. Maupin
CEMETERIES
Cemete are regarded in various
ways by people. To the in-
dividual, a cetetery is the resting
place of departedamily members; to
the historian-genea ist, it is a place of
dates and facts whic1s help him piece
together the past. To tht\geographer, a
cemetery can be an Indicator of
population growth; by xamining
cemeteries and their locati , and
noting the years in which mos of the
burials took place, he can tell ch
part of the area grew and w h
declined over the years.
Cemeteries have held a fascination
for me during the past few years and I
am now trying to locate all the
cemeteries in the county—not just the
large, well-known ones, but the old,
hidden, no-longer-used ones. Next week
I plan to print a list of cemeteries which
I haven't been able to find, although I
have records which prove that they
exist. I am hoping that the people who
read this column will be able to help tirie
place them.
A few weeks ago, I was visiting the
Asbury cemetery in the northwestern
part of the county and was struck by the
fact that several of the tombstones
seemed to be duplicates. There were
the old traditional markers, and then,
beside them were concrete slabs with
further information that had been
added at a later date. This struck me as
humorous, as if someone had decided to
add a postscript, or footnote to the
original, and "couldn't leave well
enough alone," but had to add his "two




I certainly agree as do many others
with your fine editorial on "Rumors" in
the October 26 edition of The Murray
Ledger & Times. Gossiping is a sin
capable of much hurt to the one talked
about as well as to the one talking.
Up with the facts and down with
rumors. Let's leave judgment to those.
especially given that responsibility.
Jerrell White




I want to express my thanks to the
county humane soclety for the first aid
instructions for poisoned animals which"
were published in the "Humanely
Speaking" column a couple of weeks
ago.
Using those instructions, we were
able to pull our dog Lady through when
she was poisoned in our back yard last
week.
There have been a number of
poisonings, maimings, and killings of
dogs and cats some of them too
horrible to describe — in this neigh-
borhood recently. Whoever is doing it is
obviously a very sick person, and I hope
everyone will be on the lookout so that





Additional research points to a
possible link between certain
fond additives and hyperactivity
for many children.
Sometime ago, Ben Feingold,
M.D., chief emeritus of allergy at
the Kaiser-Permanente Medical
Center in San Francisco, ob-
served a relationship between
food additives anct hyperactive
symptoms. Similar behavior was
noted when foods and medicines,
such as aspirin, containing
salicylates ,were consumed.
However, professional opinions
varied because other medical
authorities could not confirm
such a relationship between ad-
ditives and salicylates and hy-
peractivity.
More recently, a research
team of the University of Pitts-
burgh School of Medicine,
headed by C. Keith Conners,
M.D., reported in Pediatrics, the
scientific journal of the Ameri-
can Academy of Pediatrics, evi-
dence to support Dr. Feingold
that a relationship exists.
According to the Pittsburgh
• group, 'The results of this study
64.113tWitlylimgegt That a Cliff fn.
Diet And Hyperactivity
By F.J.L Blasingarne, MD
of natural salicylates, artificial
flavors and artificial colors
reduces the perceived hyperac-
tivity in some children suffering
Iron hyperactive impulse dis-
order.-
By the way, the hyperactive
syndrome in children is not
readily diagnosed and requires
an experienced health profes-
sional to do so. - The usual
symptoms are a short attention
wan. increased riiutor activity
amounting AO chronic fidgeti-
ne, irritability and quick frus-
tration.
Many pareats and physicians
have been concerned about such
symptoms and the use of
amphetamines in treatment.
Therefore, a search has per-
sisted to try to clarify the cause
in the hope of preventing or
lessening symptoms of hyperac-
tivity. ,
The Pittsburgh study was
made on 15 hyperactive children
over a 12-week period. Their
parents and teachers observed
the children without knowledge
. of the kind of diets they were on.
i1ag1110111110111.1111NpleitalFsis
identified as increased by the
parents and teachers with suffi-
cient accuracy to convince the
researchers that the effects of
additives and salicylates were
real and significant
Foods with artificial flavors
and colors include many break-
fast cereals, cakes, cookies, gum.
luncheon meats, hot dogs.
sausage, ham, bacon, pork, col-
ored cheese, all carbonated
beverages (except 7-up) and diet
drinks, matttlfactured ice cream,
and oleomargarine. Fruits and
vegetables containing natural
salicylates are peaches, apricots.
apples, berries, oranges,.
tomatoes, and cucumbers.
This important subject needs
early additional studies before
final conclusions can be drawn
about the relationship between
diet and salicylates and hy-
peractivity in children. Why and
how ,it occurs, involving lpoys
more often than girls. remains
unknown and requires more
research
. Mr. 1S.S. asks *bathe-F.. •
,
physician should always tell a
patient the diagnosis if he or she
has a venereal disease.
A: Unless the venereal disease
is in a child who is so small that
he or she cannot understand or
in a young person or adult who is
mentally incompetent, a
physican is obligated to disclose
the diagnosis. Such disclosure
assists in getting the cooperation
of the patient in securing needed
titatment. It is in the interest of
public health so that the victim
of the !disease will not infect
other persons.
Q Mrs. CS. wants to know how
laser beams help, rather than
harm, the retina in treatments
for certain eye diseases.
A . Laser beams (photo'
coagulation) seal off a damaged
blood vessel that is allowing
blood to ooze into the adjacent
retinal tissue. This leaking of
blood causes scarring and
damage. The laser stop the leak
and thereby limits or controls
the injury. rather than letting it
Progre&s•
}taw Soriowtha.
cents worth." Two examples are as
follows:
John L. Vaughn. The original stone
said Aug. 6, 1879—Aug. 18, 1941. Added
to this was, "his father, mother,
brothers and sisters, uncles and aunts,
all dead. itelefLno children, nieces, or
nephews."
Roland Stone. The original stone said,
"Roland Stone, born in Londonderry,
Ireland in 1769, died Feb. 5, 1845, age
about 76 years. The addition said, "He
was brought from Ireland when three
years old in 1772, had smallpox on ship,
put one eye out. Settled in South
, rolina where he lived until about
180, then moved near to Nashville,
Terb where he lived until he moved to
C,allo y County, Ky., about 1825.
Settled bout one mile east of Cold-
water ne the Iron Bridge." Several
other mem s of the Stone family also
had extra marks which had been
erected alongsidik the originals. This is
a very interesting"-thing, and if more
tombstones carried 's ch biographical
information, it could r y be a boon to
the genealogist. \
Epitaphs are another \interesting
aspect of cemeteries, one aspect about
which whole books have been Written.
Most of the epitaphs which are lezund
around here are pretty sed
describing the virtues of the depart
and mourning the loss. However, I did'-'. 3) Responsiveness. This is another
come across one which said, "Been \.i/ord for responsibility that helpssa
here—had a good time—gone." What a . rify it. Today often responsibility
nice way to be able to sum up one's life.' means duty, something imposed from
the bttside. But as Erich Fromm in-
dicate "Responsibility, in its true
sense, is' an entirely voluntary act; it ts
my respore to the needs, expressed or
unexpressed another human being."
Thus the use , of the word respon-
siveness. \ ,
4) Trust. Not onlss one trustworthy,
but trusting. To lo
believe in that perso
others do not, to upho
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Hitherto have ye asked
nothing in my name: ask, and
ye shall receive, that your joy
may be full. John 16:24.
The greatest thing faith in
Christ gives us is true joy.
By Dr. David Roos
First Christian Church
When I was serving my first church
out of seminary, Uncle Sam sent me for
15 days of duty to Fort Bliss, Texas. As
an Army Reserve Chaplain part of my
training was to give Character
Guidance Lectures to the troops. The
topic was "Love and Marriage." I told
the units that I MUST be an expert
since I was a bachelor!
After fourteen years of married life,
I'm more convinced than ever that
loving is an art that you learn, and not
just a romantic feeling that you' ac-
cidentally 'fall into.' It requires a great
deal of knowledge and constant effort.
Maybe your question is, how do I know
if I'm in love?
Some of the basic ingredients that it
takes to make the receipe called love
are: .
1) knowledge of the other person,
insight into the other's character,
awareness of the other's weaknesses
and strength in a very realistic fashion.-
Of course this is predicated upon
knowing ourselves very well.
2) Deep concern, care for the other
person, his or her growth, welfare,
interests, and general well being.
Means actually thinking, doing, and
working for the other persons benefit
and happiness.
a person is to
even when
„and defend
when wronged, not indulging in gossip
or betraying a confidence. Trust im-
plies faith in the other person.
5) Respect. Without this, the other
ingredients in the recipe will fall flat.
Genuine love will not exist where there
is no respect. We must have the ability
to see the oilier _person as he or she
really is but unless we esteem the other
person, recognize their potential, their
hidden possibilitiet, and hold that
person in regard we do not truly love
the other. And obviously these
ingredients must be mutually in-
terdependent and reciprocal.
It would be my counsel, young per-
son, if you think you are 'in love' to
seriously consider these ingredients.
Are they all present in your relation-
ship? Fromm reminds us that loving
requires discipline, concentration,
patience, concern, and practice. Are
you committed to staying a life time
with just. this one person? Are you
prepared .to make such a willful
decision an act of the mind in the holy
bonds of matrimony?
What I am suggesting is that loving
takes a lifetime to learn. It means that
in all our relationships, we should be
developing the art. In the relationship
of child to parent, friendship of peer to
peer, dating, courtship, finally
marriage, and then even being a parent
and grandparent we are by degrees
maturing our understanding of love.
The tragedy is when we become stunted
in our love growth. Here we are an
adult age-wise but a child loving-wise.
St' : Paul reminds us in his famous love
chapter that "when he was a child he
atted as a child, but When he became a
man he put away childish things."
What I understand hini to be saying is
that we need to become mature in our
loving.
If you think you're 'in love', how
-mature are you in your loving? Can you
pass this acid test?




Thinking of remodeling or replacing your present
range? Consider the elegant "custom" look of a
Whirlpool electric Set-in Range. Your dealer has a
complete line to chooSe from, including conventional
Continuous Cleaning and Self-cleaning oven4nodels.
All as attractively priced as the, are beautiful to be-
hold. Choose from a complete line of matching
hoods, too. At your Whirlpool dealer, today.
Whirlpool 30" electric set-in ranges start as low as $286.20 RD
E. Main
 oo























































































YOU DID THIS FOR US.
YOU wen WONpERFUL.







IT5 THE N101-4T BeFO'SADIE HAWKINS DAY DANCE-PI-AN USED
  TO FEEL LtKE A UGLY OLEMAN SETTIN' BESIDE MAH BELOVED PANSY- ?Cr
NO?— AN IS ONE 0' TN' E3 °NI'S M—
I le,d: N.. I 1.•"C,
A hearing will be held beginning at 11:30 a. m. E.S.T.
November 9,197$, by the Public Service Commission of
Kentucky at its offices in Frankfort, Kentucky, in Case
No. 6660 as to the reasonableness of the following rate
schedule changes which the West Kentucy Rural Elec-
tric Cooperative Corporation, of Mayfield, Kentucky,
Proposes to place into effect as to all its members and
subscribers, subject to approval by the Commission:
RESIDENTIAL RATE-SCHEDULE RS-6
Avallabilfty
This rate shall apply only to electric service to a
single family dwelling and its appurtenances, where
the major use of electricity is for domestic purposes
such as lighting, household appliances. and the per-
sonal comfort and convenience of those residing
therein. Any such dwelling in which space is or
casionaly used for the conduct of business by a person
residing there may be served under this rate. Where a
portion of a dwelling is used regularly for the conduct
of business, the electricity consumed in htat portion so
used shall be separately metered and billed under the
General Power Rate; if seperate circuits are not
provided by the customer, service to the entire
premises shall be billed under the General Power
Rate.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single-phase, 60 hertz. Voltage
supplied shall be at the discretion of Distributor and
shall be determined by the-voltage available from
distribution lines in the vicinity and/or other con-
ditions. Multi-phase service shall be supplied in tic-
cordance with Distributor's standard policy.
Base Charges
Customer Charge: $2.60 per delivery point per month
PER mown!
Energy (large:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 2.447 cents per
kilowatthours
'Additional kilowatthours per month at 1.797 cents per 
kilowatthours
-'as increased 'or decreased in accordance with Ap-
pendix I to the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Adjustment
The customer's bill for each month shall be in-
creased or decreased in accordance with the current
Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.
Minimum Monthly Bill
The customer charge constitutes the minimum mon-
thly bill for all customers served under this rate
schedule except those customers for which a higher
minimum monthly bill is required under Distributor's
standard policy because of special circumstances af-
fecting Distributor's cost of rendering service.
GENERAL POWER RATE-SCHEDULE GS-6
Availability
This rate shall apply to the firm power requirements
for electric service to commercial, industrial, and
governmental customers; institutional customers in-
cluding, without limitation, churches, clubs, frater-
nities, orphanages, nursing homes, rooming or boar-
ding houses, and like customers; and other customers
except those to whom service is available under other
resale rate schedules.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single or three-phase, 60 hertz.
Under A below power shall be delivered at a voltage
available in the vicinity or agreed to by Distributor.
Under B below power shall be delivered at a tran-
smission voltige of ,161 kV or, if such transmission
*voltage is not available, at the highest voltage
available in the vicinity, unless at the customer's
request a lower standard voltage is agreed upon.
I =MK
Base Charges
A. If the customer's demand for the month and its
contract demand, if any, are each 5,000 kilowatts or
less:
Customer ()Large: $3.60 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge:
First 50 kilowatts of demand per month, no
demand charge
Next 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $2.10
per kilowatt
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per month at
$2.20 per kilowatt
Energy Charge: r
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 3.243 cents
per kWh'
Next 14,500 kilowatthours per month at 2.343 cents
per kWh'
Next 25,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.437 cents
per kWh'
Next 60,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.187 cents
per kWh'
• Next 400,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.087 cents
per kWh'
Additional kitowatthotws per month at LOC cents per
kWh'
*as increased or decreased in accordance with Ap-
pendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges
.‘ B. If either the customer's demand for the month or
its contract demand is greater than 5,000 kilowatts:
Customer Charge: $1,000 per delivery point per mon-
th
Demand (large: $1.91 per kilowatt of demand per
month
Additional charge for any demand in excess of
customer's contract demand: $111 per kilowatt per
month
Energy Charge: 0.993 cent per kilowatthour per mon-
tb as increased or decreased in accordance with Ap-
pendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Facilities Rental Charge .
Applicable Under B Above
There shall be no facilities rental charge under this
rate schedule for delivery at bulk transmission voltage
levels of 161 kV or higher. For delivery at less than 161
kV, there shall be added to the customer's bill a
facilities rental charge. This charge shall be 20 cents
per kW per month except for delivery at voltages below
46 kV, in which case the charge shall be 55 cents per kW
per month for the first 10,000 kW and 30 cents per kW
per month for the excess over 10,000 kW. Such charge
_shall be applied to the customer's currently effective
contract demand and shall be in additionto all other
charges under this rate schedule including minimum
bill charges.
• Adjustment-
The easterner's bill for each month shall he in-
creased or decreased in accordance with the current
Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.
_Determination of Demand
Distributor shall measure the demands in kilowatts
of all customers having loads in excess of 50 kilowatts.
The demand for any month shall be the higher of the
highest average during any 30-consecutive-minute
period of the month of ( a) the load measured in
kilowatts or (b) 85 per cent of the load in kVA plus an
additional 10 per cent for that part of the load over 5,000
kVa, and such amount shall be used as the billing
demand except that, under B above, the billing
demand for any month shall In no case be less than the
sum of (1) 40 per cent of the first 5,000 kilowatts, (2) 70
per cent of the next 45,000 kilowatts, and (3) 90 per cent
of all kilowatts in excess of 50,000 kilowatts of the
Continued on Page 10)




Commission presented national award
Presented during the
annual meeting of the
National Association of















the top 10 programS in the
U. S. and Canada each
year. Kentucky was in the
list of the top 10 a year ago.
Other real estate com-
missions in the top 10 this
year were Arizona, British
Columbia, California,
Florida, Minnesota,
Ontario, Texas, Utah, and
Washington. Arizona,
California, and Texas are




is an integral part of a
statewide pilot program by
The Kentucky Real Estate
Commission to enhance
-real estate education in
Kentucky. A Tour-year
degree program was begun
on the campta last spring
and is one of two in the
state. Twenty-one colleges
grid universities have
associate degree ( two-
year) programs.
The commission
awarded a total of 650,000





*array State and to other
"C011eges and universities in
Kentucky for tht
development of real estate
education on a statewide
basis was probably a major






Gov. Carroll recognizes PCA
LAKE BARKLEY, Ky.
- Production Credit
Associations will be an
integral part of Kentucky's
future "as we encourage
people to go back to the soil
to make a living," Gov.
Julian Carroll said Monday
night at the annual meeting
of the Kentucky Federation
of PCA's.
The Governor was the
MN NOT ES
by William M. Boyd
Aside from the con-
venience of being able to
pay bills by check, the use
of checks protects you
against loss or theft that
can result from carrying
cash.
It's easy to have your own checking ac-






guest speaker at a banquet
on the first day of the two-
day annual meeting at
Lake Barkley. He stressed
the importance of the
state's meeting its
productivity potential and
discussed ways his ad-
ministration is trying to
generate economic growth
in the state.
"It's easy to spend
money; it's much more
difficult to make it," Gov.
Carroll said.
The Governor said he has
no interest in raising tax
rates to make more money.
Rather, he said, he wants
to generate more tax
money tbraugh increased
exports abroad and greater
tourism and industrial
activity within the state.
His recent tour of Europe
and the opening of an in-
ternational office for
Kentucky in Brussels,
Belgium, are among ways
he is trying to spur
economic deVelopment, the
Governor said.
MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS is now under new
management and ownership. The new owners are
Jerry D. Lents, right, a retired Air Force pilot, Donald
A. Jones, attorney and Larry Suiter, real estate
developer. The Mausoleum, in the planning stages
for some time will be built in the near future. Jerry
Lents will manage the facility. The Gardens is located
on E.41 just north of Murray.,
Murray Chamber to
celebrate 50th Anniversary
The Murray Clamber of
Commerce Will celebrate
its golden anniversary on
November 29, 1976 with a




secretary of the Chamber '
in making the an-
Souvenir Edition
The Mi_rray Ledger and
Times will publish a
Golden Anniversary
Souvenir Edition especially
for the event com-
memorating the Cham-
ber's contribution to the
community.
'Me edition will be a fine
showcase for 'your ad-
vertising message. An ex-
tended run is -planned and
nouncement said the
Chamber has leased the en-
tire facility for the evening
and the festivities are for
members as well as non-
members.
Be sure and mark this
date on your calendar it is a




copies will be available as
a sales promotion tool
promoting Murray, Ky. as
a great place to work, own









thousands of small firms
riginate, expand, an('
prosper. Prospective nes,.
business owners, as well as
persons already in
business, will have the
opportunity to find out
about assistance available
from SBA on • the first
Thursday of each month in
Paducah.
A representative from
the Service Corps of
Retired Executives
(SCORE) will be at this
agency's part-time office
at City "Hall, Com-
missioner's Chambers
(second floor), Paducah,
Thursday, November . 4,
1276, from -9:00 a.m. till
12:04ttoiut.
Services pcvided by







business, as well as owners
of existing businesses, are





relating to the operation of
a small business.
Current financial records,
of the business and ' per-
sonal financial statements
asist the SBA
Just call the advertising representative in advising
representatives at the you.
The telephone number is may be obtained by call*
Additional informationMurray ledger and Times.
753-1919. (502) 442-7561.
DAVID HOY, NATIONALLY KNOWN PHYSIC, predict record business growth for
Kentucky tourism in 1977.1143y, spoke to representatives of the tourism-travel and
hocnitatity industry during the Fall State Travel Conference this past week.
' The conference was held at Kenlake State Park, Shown above with Hoy, right,
are Bob and Twila Blankenbaker, the new owners of the Lakeland motel, in










Bob and Twila Blankenbaker
•
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Harrodsburg Tailback Has Good Night -
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
What a night it was for
Harrodsburg tailback 'Henry
Parks and for quarterbacks
Rick Buehner, Jim
McDonough and Doug Beard.
And, it was a fine even*
• --for football teams. from
Trinity and Lexington Tates
Creek.
Parks rushed for an
amazing 406 yards and scored
seven touchdowns — on runs
of 36, 4, 40, 2, 52, 61 and 14— as
No. 1 Harrodsburg of State A
blasted Berea 53-0 in a one-
sided high school football
game. The win was ale ninth,—
in 10 starts for Aar<rodsburg
and earned V* Pioneers a
playoff berth
P;a,t,ite 44-point o St
„gives him 170 for season,
tops in the stat
Buehner o missed three
game with a broken hand,
r rned to action in style by
scoring four touchdowns ago'
Louisville St. Xavier, the No. 4
team in Jefferson County
AAAA, cruised to a 35-14
victory over Lexington Bryan
Station. Buehner rushed for
103 yards in 23 carries and had
TD runs of 6, 15, 1 and 4 yards.
St. X is 8-1.
McDonough passed for 313
yards and five touchdowns av
No. 5 Pleasur-e Ridge PaTleof
Jefferson County AAAA
crunched Wagwier 52-12.
PRP, now 9-14 tiad six touch-
down playi of at least 30
yards,- with McDono s
scores corniI on throwiof 43,
30, 60, 30 and
Beard, whoIas engineered
rohealf,r-Bowling Green to
the ,NO. 1 ranking in State
,KkAA, romped for three
touchdowns as the Purples
vanquished Hopkinsville 37-6
and clinched a playoff berth.
Beard's scoring runs were 1, 2
and 14 yards.
While those players were
staging gaudy individual
performances, Trinity and
Tates Creek showed what
team effort can do.
Trinity, No. 1 in Jeftrsan
County AAAA, won its 10th
straight. game jor blanking
se-cond.:rankest end previously
unbeaten „Bishop David 17,0.
Quarterback Brandon
the Trinity touch
on runs of one and,,.s yards
defensewhile the Sha
limited Bisbop David, 9-1, to
just 33,-yards rushing and 20
P.Ssifig•
Bishop David could earn a
rematch in the playoffs, but
must get by defending state
Class AAAA champion St. X
next week to gain that op-
portunity...,Tsinitgbagaiready
clinched a post-season bid.
Tates Creek, 7-3, knocked
State AA's No. 1 team, Corbin,
from the ranks of the un-
beatens'with a 24-7 decision.
Bob Pitman: had touchdown
runs of four and eight yards
and Bryan Walls added a one-
yard run for the winners.
Corbin, 8-t, fras limited to
just one first down — and that
came with just 16 seconds left
MKS JOLTED -- Henry County quarterback Bill Jelks gets jolted here by Jeff Oakley (15) of
the Tigers. On the ground is Donnie Winchester (64) while tee Miller (78) runs in to odd his two '-
cents worth.
Wildcats Hold Lead In
KWIC Tennis Tourney
The University of Kentucky
holds a slim lead after first
day competition in the Ken-
tucky Women's Inter-
collegiate Conference Tennis
- Toornernentbeing  played .at_the finals. Macovik pullrfl A 6-
Murray State University. 3, 3-6 and 6-3 upset over
Kentucky has won 14 number two-seeded Shelly
matches while Western Fredlake of Western in the
Kentucky, the defending semis.- Gibson had an eas'
league champions, is in semifinal match, winning 6-1
second place with 13 while and 6.0 over Dale Rankin of
Murray -has 10, Eastern Morehead.
Kentucky 8 Morehead 3 and At number three, Lisa
Louisville has been blanked.
There are six singles finals
set for today. The Wildcats
have, five in the singles,
- Western four and Murray two.
In the doubles, Western and
Kentucky each have all three
teams remaining in com-
petition while Murray State
has two.
In thefinals of the number
one single's today, it will be
second-seeded Karen Weis of
Murray going against un-
seeiled Nancy Coppola of
Eastern Kentucky.
Coppola pulled one of the
biggest upsets of the day when
,she won 7-5 and 7-5 in the
semifinals over top-seeded
ICaty.Strozdas of Western.
Weis had to go split sets to
' take a 7-6, 1-6 and 6-1 semifinal
win over Susan Nolan of
Kentucky to reach the finals.
Weis drew a first round bye.
In the number two singles,
top-seeded Jackie Gibson of
Kentucky will play =seeded.
Study Macovik of Murray in
top-seeded Tarrie Mudwilder
of Western will face second-
seeded Kathy Cassidy of UK in
the finals. Mudwilder ad-
vanced to 'the championship
match with.6-2, 6-2-semifinal
win over Hedi Kuhn of
Morehead while Cassidy won
6-1 and 6-3 in the semis over
Kathy Lindstrom of Murray.
In the number six singles,
top-seeded Ann Ress of
Murray State fell to unseeded
Betsy Jones of Kentucky in the
Scheper o( Kentucky will face semifinals, with Jones taking
top-seeded Kathy Ferry of •+a 6-4,64 win
Western in the finals. Ferry,/ Jones will "face second-
had to. go split sets to win 4-6, seeded Tuti Hayes of Western
6-2 and 7-5 in the semifinals in the championship match.
over Sandy Macovik of the Hayes scored a 6-2, 6-1
Racers, semifinal win over Joni
Scheper, who is seeded Adams of Eastern.
second at number three, won There were only a few
her semifinal match over doubles matches played. In
Kathy Lisch of Eastern, 6-0 the number two doubles, the
and 64. Murray duo of Sanity Macovik
At number four, Janis and Margaret May fell 6-1 and
Mucci of Kentucky will play 6-3 to Mucci and Nolan of
Suzanne Johnson of Western Kentucky.
in the finals. Mucci, the At number one, the top-
number one seed, won 6-4 and seeded Murray duo of Weis
6-3 in the semis over Lyn and Sindy Macovik did not
Martin of Murray while the play while at number three,
second-seeded Johnson ad- the top-seeded duo of Ann
vanced with a 3-6, 6-1 and 6-2 Ress and Lyn Martin of
victory over Wendy Campbell - Murray did not play.
of Eastern. The Western duo of Kathy
Ferry and Suzanne JohnsonIn the number five singles, are top-seeded at number two.
We Will Be
Closed
November 2, 1976 for
National Election Day
11 





Federal Savings and Lore
MURRAY BRANCH
Phone 753-7921 7th & Main
to play. Jeff Sear4' 45-yard run
with a blocked punt gave the
Ftedhounds a shortlived 7-0
half edge.
other top-ranked team,
Erlanger: Lloyd of State AAA,
had an easy time in scoring its
10th victory in a 41-0 rout of
Campbell County. Dave Smith
and Mike Lockard each scored
two touchdowns or the
winners.
Three other ranked teanis
tasted defeat on the next-to-
last weekend of regular
season play.
Fourth-tanked Lexington
Lafayette pounded No. 3
Owensboro Catholic 51-18,
Ashland stopped No. 4
Newport Catholic of State
AAA by 21-7, and fifth-rated
Frankfort of State A
whitewashed Owen County 8-0
to earn a playoff berth.
Several ranked teams were
denied playoff spots after
Friday's games were com-
plete. Bowling Green's win
knocked out No. 5 Paducah
Tilghman, Erlanger Lloyd's
win blocked out Newport
Catholic and Frankfort's
victory means Owen County
will be sidelined come playoff
Two rated teams will be in
action tonight. No. 2 Hen-
derson County of State AAAA
risks a 9-0 against Clinton
County, Tenn., while No. 2 Ft.
Campbell of State A tackles
Ft. Knox.
In other games involving
ranked teams: 
—Jeff. Co. AAAA: No. 3
Seneca clubbed Moore 42-0 as
Danny Orman ran for 162
yards, including a 65-yard
scoring jaunt.
—State AAAA: No. 5
Paducah Tilghman waltzed by
- Christian County 41-7.
—State AAA: Jerry Flippin
scored twice from his tailback
position as No. 2 Frank1in7
Simpson outran Warren
Central 31-6, No. 3 Danville
eased by -Madison Central 28-
14 as Chris Jones ran for two-
touchdowns, and No. 5 Shelby
County, with Bruce Moore and
Ricky Hardesty returning





County 49-0 in an impressive
bid to replace Corbin atop the
AA —ratings, ,No.. 3 Murray_ _
outlasted Henry County,
Tenn., 14-7, No. 4 Bardstown
won its ninth straight game of
the season in a 20-3 decision
over East Hardin, while
Tommy White ran for three
touchdowns and Charles
Jackson two more as Scott
County outscored Mon-
tgomery County 35-26.
—State A: No. 3 Paintsville
won its ninth straight by





Fearless Foursome 18 2







Horns Toads 6 14
Seldoms 5 16






Born Losers  567











High Team Series MC)
Misfits .  7254
Fearless Foursome 2734
Born Losers 2204
High Ind. Game (SC)
'-Kathy Rector  158
Vickie Holland  158
Nancy Todd  156








Lloyd Tod ..  245
256
Bill Houghton  214





























































We stock the highest quality prescription products — fresh
and dependable.
We're known for our friendly, prompt and courteous service to
our customers.
Ample Free Parking right at our front door.
We buy the finest quality drugs in large quantities direct from
manufacturers to get the lowest possible prices and pass them
on to you. These large purchases are made possible only be-





FOR EVERYONE 60 OR OVER
OR IF YOU'LL BE 60 THIS YEAR.
IF YOU ARE A SENIOR CITIZEN, ASK HOW YOU
CAN ENROLL IN SAV-RITE S SENIOR CITIZEN
PRESCRIPTION PLAN AND ENJOY AN EXTRA
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PRESCRIPTIONS.
WAYS TO HAfri YOLiii
PRESCRIPTION TRANSFERRED
TO SAV-RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTEL
1011111G IN YOUR CURRENT PRESCRIPTION REFILL klOTTLE. WE WILL* CALL
. YOUR PHYSICIAN TO HAVE IT TRANSFERRED.
.•_
2 
HAVE YOUR PHYSICIAN REWRITE YOUR PRESCRIPTION AND BRING IT IN
• TO SAV-RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER.
3.
r -
TELL YOUR PHYSICIAN THAT YOU WISH
TO HAVE YOUR" PRESCRIPTION
TRANSFERRED TO SAV-RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER:
-WE WILL THEN CALL YOUR PHYSICIAN
' AND ARRANGE-Mil THE NEW
PRESCRIPTION WHICkl WILL BE READY
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•
(Practice 4:00 P.M.
Tigers Edge By Henry County 14-7
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There's an old saying about
keeping a good man down; it
says something to the effect
that you can't keep a good
man down for very long.
Henry County High School
learned their lesson Friday
night. They had Lindsey
Hudspeth down, literally. And
they kicked him in the ribs and
a few other places.
Several minutes later,
Hudspeth came back and
kicked Henry County in a way
that displayed much more
-spartsmanship.:._ he . can over
them several times and as a
result, Murray High went on
to take a 14-7 win over the
Patriots before a standing-
room only crowd in Holland
Stadium.
Henry County had just
scored with 9:04 left in the
contest to tie things up at 7-7:
And on the following kickoff,
Henry County won the game
for Murray. High.
Hudspeth took the kickoff
and slid out of bounds in the
middle of the Patriot mob on
the sideline. And while
Hudspeth was down,- the
atriots took_ their last- rIAMP-.--
serious and did like the
Patriots of 200 years ago did:
fight.
They hit and kicked Hud-
speth several times before
both benches emptied and
several good punches were
landed _before the fracas
ended. It was like someone
walking up and stealing candy
from a 10-year-old kid who
just happened to have a black
belt in k,arate.
":Without any question, that
is why we won the game,"
Murray High coach John Hine
said.
"After Hudspeth went out of
bounds, they jumped him
from the sidelines. Sometimes
in the heat of a battle, kids lose
their tempers and that's what
happened,7 Hinz! added.
Besides the kids losing their
tempers, so did some other
people, mainly the officials.
Henry County was slapped
with a 15-yard penalty and the
Tigers too over on the
Murray 45.
Hudspeth, 'rho at the time of
the incident had only 43 yards
on the ground, got the call on
the first play after the fight.
And for the first time all night,
lie-ran tike-he-oras eariattl
He got hit once, but he
ducked his head and dug in. Patriot 30. had something to do with ttiv
He . got hit sagain but he still
kept running and, 
charging GrhAfgte a 1ahr nd 5-yaamrd ruya nd pabcys fumble recovered by Paths*
  n tlike a mad bull going after the from Grogan to Barry Wells, 
o the 
one 
punt thatkeypity  ofprthoeved to l
game.
x
man With the redkag. the Tigers scored when -Without any question, we.When he was finallY stop - Hudspeth carried in from beat a real good ballclub,pod, he had picked up 14 yards three yards out and .Eyrich
and was down to the Patriot added the PAT to boost
41-yard line. Murray to a 7-0 lead.
On. a_second and nine, the Henry County had one
Patriots got slapped for pass Serious threat in the first half.
interference when Roger They worked the ball down to
Grogan's pass to Randy Orr the Tiger five but on a second with' a season-low of 73 yards.was broken up illegally. That and goal, quarterback Bill But the slack was taken up b)put the Tigers on the Henry je1ks got sacked by Tim Lane Grogan who had 49 yards inCounty 25.
-Hudspeth gained one 1..411144111114614111111111"Ward tom_   illegb"atimit 
.the
season. _on the first down play then on Corr-Ray of the Patriots "With the exception of thea second and nine from the 24, attempted a 32-yard field goal 65-yard run by Teague, webroke loose for 10 yards and but it was short and wide to played a good defensive game.ihe Tigers were off and run- the right. I thought Miller, Ryan, andning, as was the clock which There were more _mistakes Donnie Winchester playedby the time Murraf went out in the first part of the third exceptionally well for us onfor the next -Play, was showing period than there have been defense," Hina added.less than seven minutes. political ads on television Murray lost the game in the
But the Tigers got no farther recently. statistics department. Thethan the seven and were Jeff Oakley intercepted a Patriots had 158 yards on the
forced to punt. Henry County pass and after the Tigers ground while the Tigers hadgot nothing and they were failed to move the ball on their 129. Passing-wise, Murray had
forced to punt. Then the first offensive series, Oakley 40 yards as Grogan was 4-10
Tigers took their turn doing punted. Again, Ryan got while Hudspeth attempted an
nothing and they were forced himself a fumble recovery, option pass that was broken
to punt. The Tigers took over first up. The Patriots were 6-11 in
Then came Alvin Parham and goal from the seven after
with the play of the game. Ryan's recovery but on a third
Parharnopounced on a tome and -six; GeOgin *is 'in-
football at the Patriot 23 when tercepted by Bobby Joe
the ball was fumbled on the Knight and that ended the
threat.
Late in the third period, the
Tigers drove all the way down
to the Patriot eight but were
stopped. Eyrich tried a 25-
punt.
On the first play, quar-
terback Roger Grogan went 14
yards to take the Tigers to the
nine. Two plays later,. Grogan
went seven yards down the yard field goal attempt but the
right sideline and hurdled into ball was blocked and the
the endzone for the touch- Patriots took over at their own
down. • • eight to open the final period.
Greg Eyrich booted the on the first play of the last
extra point and the Tigers led quarter, halfback Claude
14-7 with just 70 seconds left in Teague went around the right
the game. end and raced 65 yards down
One guy who was still fired
tip over the fight was Lee
Miller. Miller murdered
James Knight on the first
Henry County play. Then.con
the second play, Miller just
simply stole the ball from the
hands of-the-center who didn't
even know what had hap-
the sideline before Darrell
Foster finally caught up to
bring Teague down at the
Tiger 27.
Five plays 'later, the
Patriots tied the game as
sophomore halfback Jeff
Perry scored from four yards •
out and Ray added the extra
Pen0. • point to make it 7-7 with 9:04
left in the game. •
Then on the following
kickoff, the Patriots am-
bushed Hudspeth and that
victory also. finally got the Tiger offense in
' Early Tiger Lead gear and set up the final hectic
Murray, scored late in the minutes of the game. Fumtde Recoveries Murrayfirst period. On a Jeff Oakley A steady drizzle began at Ryan 2 , Miller 1 and Parham 1punt, Bobby Joe Knight the start of the fourth period Intel-eel:Awns - Murray .1i
fumbled the ball' when he was and the wet football cor.olvbly  _ 
Oe
Andy Ryan recovered at the
Hina said.
"They did a good job keying
on our backs. They cut
Hudspeth' off better than
atlne has this year."
True. Hudspeth finished
Miller fell on the ball and
with 33 seconds left in the
game, the Tigers had the,ball
on the Patriot 35 and the
ROLLING ROGER — roger quarterback Roger Grogan picks up
good yardage on this run. Grogan scored on touchdown and
rushed for 49 yards in addition to throwing for 40 more.
the air for 60 yards, giving
them a total offense of 218
yards while Murray had 169.
Henry County had the added
incentive .of a bowl game if
they would have won.
However, they go back home
and prepare for basketball
season and their 6-4 record is
history.
The Tigers are now 8-1 on
the year and will close regular
season play next Friday with a
key District niatchup at Todd
County. -
Murray must win the game
to remain tied in the District 2-
A race -with Caldwell County
and Mayfield. Both Caldwell
and Mayfield romped to easy
District wins Friday.














Punting Avg. 34.1 33.5
Individual Rushing. Murray 1291 --
Grogan 49, Hudspeth 73. Foster I and
Perkins 7. Henry County 1581 —
13, Teague 92, Knight 3. Coleman 4,
Perry 45 and Burton I.
Receptions Murray Wells.: 20,
Orr 1-9 and Richardson 1-11. 1-1...ry
County (GM — Clark 3-33 and Kin,
26.
Giants, Bucs Looking
Forward To Next Games
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Well, y'win- some, y'lose
some ... unless you're a
Tampa Bay Buccaneer or
New York Giant.
Of the 28 teams in the
National- Football League,
only these two, one of the
youngest and one of the oldest,
failed through the first half of
this 14-game season to win or
tie at least once.'
Both, though, are looking
forward to Sunday with
' renewed enthusiasm for quite
different reasons. For Tampa
Bay, an expansion entry this
season, the reason is the first
near-success. For New York,
the reason is new leadership.
The Bucs stayed even with
once-powerful Miami last
week before a last-minute
field goal by Garo Yepremian
gave the Dolphins a 23-20
victory.
With that memory still
fresh, Tampa Bay entertains..
Professional
Motorcycle Race
Indoor Dirt Short Track
-Featuring Some of the Nation's Finest Riders-
Saturday Night, Oct. 30, 1976
8:00 P.M. Time Trials 6:00 P.M.,)
Murray State University Exposition Center
Murray, Ky.
$2.50 Advance - $3.50 Gate - '10 Patron Reserved Seats
Sanctioned by the AMA. Sponsored by the Physics and Computeri Science Student
Club, MSU. Proceeds applied to scholarships, workshops and other educational op-
portunities for students in the department of Physics and Computer Science.
For advance tickets - Dennison-Hunt, Peoples Bank (Main Branch), Bank of Murray
(Main Branch), Murray & Martin AMOCO, Motor Poets & Bearings, MSU Expo. Center,
Physics and Computer Science Dept.
•
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the Kansas City Chiefs, the
American Conference leaders _
in total offense- and passing
but still possessor of a
unimposing 2-5 record.
The Giants never were
outclassed last Sundily in
losing to Pittsburgh 27-0. But
after that game came the kind
of frontoff ice upheaval that
often turns things around—for
one game at least.
The Giants fired head Coach
Bill Arnsparger and elevated
assistant John McVay to the •
position. McVay is no stranger
to that type of job—or to
'failure. He was head coach of
the Memphis Southmen before
that team, one of the few
successful ones in the World
Football League, sank when
the WFI, folded.
Now the Giants entertain
Philadelphia, and they are
favored: It is the second time
this season they are in that
lofty position. The last time
was early in the season in
Pbiladelphia, when the Eagles
beat them
In Sunday's other games, it
will be the New York Jets at
Buffalo, New England at
Miami, New Orleans at
Atlanta, San Diego at Pitt-
sburgh, Cleveland at Cin-
• • cinnati, Green Bay at Detroit,
Minnesota at. Chicago.. San
Francisco at St. Louis. Dallas
_ at Washington, Denver at
Oakland and Seattle at Los
Angeles,. On Monday night, it
will be Houston at Baltimore.
"The Tampa Bucs are ripe .
for a wtn and I certainly don't
want us to be the first' team to
lose to them," said Kansas Cty
Coach Paul-Wiggin.
The Chiefs' offense, led by
Mike Livingston's passing. is
offset by a cleanse that ranks ,
as the worst in the AFC. The
key for us is that we. have to
keep_the pasaaist.manve.,004Aft -
and stop somebody," Wicgin
observed.
•
SUPER PROTECTION—Roger Grogan hod super pass protection all night. Here, he unleashes one in the direction of Barry Wells
on the right tide while Donny Richerson (54), Tim Lone (67), Donnie Winchester (64) end Andy Ryon (66) block. Watching is Lin-
dsey Hudspeth (22). (sun PiNitsi by Sorry Drew)
40114WIPISmaiddibilb
ANOTHER ONE — Andry Ryon (66) falls to the ground with the boll otter getting a fumble recovery on this punt play. Making
the tackle is Grettis Bumphis (22) who jarred the boll loose from Bobby Knight (18). Behind Bumphis is Fronk Gilliam (82) of the
Tigers. 
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Outdoor lore is dedicated to the hunters fishermen and others oinu enioy the out Of dour
Fall and Winter
Paul Pierce of Route 1, Kirksey, along %sit), Ins grandson
Tracy Paschall show a rockfish Mr. Pierce caught below
Kentucky Dam. The "rock" measured 28" long and tip-








S '12th St 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.
Butch Greer Outdoor Editor
The Wee ef See Cooke'
New York Revisited
By






It is not necessary for us to
speculate as to the probable
effects of a national firearm
registration law. We can gain
much insight from examining
those jurisdictions which have
enacted registration laws. A
prime example is the state of
New York, which has had a
law requiring the registration
of all handguns and the
licensing of all handgun
()viers since 1911. 'this lay.",
has been strictly enforced. In
New York City, the operation
of the law has resulted in the
virtual prohibition of the legal,
private ownership of han-
dguns. In that city of some
eight million people, less than
1,000 of the existing handgith
licenses are issued for pur-
poses of gun collecting, target
shooting or personal defense.
In 1968, I conducted a
detailed, extensive research
study of the results of the New
York registration and
licensing law. This study was
published under the title
"Does Firearm Registration
Work? ( A Statistical Analysis
of New York- State and New
York City)." Although it has
been eight.' years since this
study was completed, it is as
relevant today as it was then.
Here are some of the im-
portant facts that emerged
from this study of the most
stringent firearm law in the
United States.
In the most recent year for
which data were available,
unlicensed handguns were
used in 83.4 per cent of all
firearm crime in New York
State. Zip guns homemade
firearms) were used in
another 9.4 per cent.
Thus, only some seven per
cent of all firearm crimes
were committed with rifles,_
shotguns and licensed,
registered handguns. In New
York City, not a single
criminak homicide,
aggravated assault or robbery
was committed with a
licensed, registered handgun.
These statistics show that it
is not the registered firearm
but the unregistered, illegally.
held firearm that is used in
crime. Furthermore, the data
show that registration and
licensing provisions for
handguns do not result in a
switch to rifles and shotguns
by the criminal element. It is
apparent that criminals can
still obtain handguns, or make
them, in spite of such strict
laws as are extent in New
York State.
In that same year, New
York State ranked third
among all the states in rob-
bery rate. It ranked 23rd in
rate of murder and eighth in
rate of aggravated assault. It
ranked second in rate of total
serious crime.
Of the 185 U.S. Standard
Metropolitan Statistical
Areas, the New York Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area
had the second highest rate of
serious crime. Remember,
this occurred in a jurisdiction
where the private ownership
of handguns is virtually
prohibited.
Since 1930, New York City
has gradually reduced the
number of pistol .permits
issued, particularly the
number of premises permits
(the type granted to store
owners). In 1930, there were
6,363 premises permits and
28,295 carrying permits
issued. By 1966, these had 1/4 
been reduced to 282 premises
permits and 18,256 carrying
permits, decreases of 96 per
cent and 35 per cent,
respectively. But in the period
1940 to 1966, murder increased
to 238 per cent, police strength
increased to 151 per cent, and
police department ex-
penditures increased to 235
per cent of the 1940 base, the
latter in terms of constant
dollars. At the same time,
population increased by less
than eight per cent.
Figure 1 shows graphically
this phenomenon of
decreasing pistol permits and
increasing felonies during the
,period 1920-1967. Despite the
strictest handgun law in the
country and a steady
reduction .in the number of
legally-owned guns, crone
continually increased. So did
the number of illegally-held
pistols, by the way.
More recent data which I
have collected for a revision -
and updating of the New York
study do not change any of the
conclusion's reached in the
1968 analysis but do make the
results of the New York
registration law even more
evident. At the present time,
law-enforcement officials
estimate that there are bet-
ween one and two million
illegal handguns in New York
City. Last year, "Fun City"
had 1,645 murders, or nearly
five a day.
To summarize, ttnein are no
data which would suggest that
the New York registration and
licensing law has reduced any
crime rate in either New York
- State or New York City. The
entire weight of evidence rests
_ on the opposite premise, i.e.
that the law has not been ef-
fective.
The operation of the
, "Sullivan Law" has done one
thing, however. That is to
confirm' the widely-held
concern among law-abiding
firearm owners that, once
enacted, a registration and
licensing law can be ad-
ministered in ever-
increasingly strict terms over
time until the legal private
ownership of firearms is
practically eliminated. At the
risk of being trite, I would say
that the New York City ex-
perience does support the
contention of many sportsmen
that -When guns are





We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
1145. Sth Murray, Ky. 75316,4.0
Kusiom Kolors BY Meaty
-from Kawasakis to Kenworths-
Dan Gardner Route 8 Murray, K. 753-5644
-Wal°7-11,risit
—lewd %Wing Informallon
It won't be long imtil Ken-
tucky's hunting seasons get
into fall swing, and with the
number of different opening
and closing dates for different
game species, it's sometimes
hard to keep track of
everything.
So here's a rundown of
opening and closing dates for
the remainder of this season's
hunting, courtesy of the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources:
Oct. 31 — Last day of frog
season; last day of first
segment of squirrel and dove
seasons.
Nov. 1-Nov. 17 — With ex-
ceptions of deer archery and
hunting for geese, rails and
gallinules (see below), all
seasons closed, including
hunting for species such as
groundhog for whielvthere is
otherwise no closed season.
Nov. 12 — Season opens for
geese, rails and gallinules.
Nov. 14 — Last day of first
phase of deer archery season.
Nov. 18 — Small game
ieasons opets; hunting for
squirrel, quail, rabbit, grouse
and furbearers. Trapping
season for furbearers opens.
Nov. 20 — Statewide duck
season opens.
Dec. 2 — Last day of first
phase of split duck season.
Dec. 3 — Small game
seasons close for duration of
gun deer season; trapping
season remains open.
Dec. 4 — Statewide gun deer
season opens. Hunters taking
a deer during this season must
have deer checked by con-
servation officer or at check
station.
Dec. 8 — Last day of gun
deer season. Check stations
will be open Dec. 9 to check
deer taken on Dec. a.
Dec. 9 — Small game
seasons reopen.
Dec. 11 — Second phase of
duck season opens; dove
hunting resumes.
Dec. 18 — Second phase of
deer archery season opens.
Dec. 19 — Last day of dove
Four Wheelini
By Homp Brooks
Today's article might well
be titled the story of the winch.
Now most of you have heard
the word winch before,
sometime in your past life
history.
If everybody who reads this
column were four wheel drive
owners we would proceed into
business. Such not being the
case let us hasten to state that
you truehearted and loyal
patriots acquainted with the
Znglish custotris and language
might possibly _think that the
word formerly uSed in the
days of Tom Jones is similar.
True, it is pronounced the
same. It is spelled slightly
different. Wench as compared
to winch. Not witch - that's
something that flew around on
a broom and made soup out of
little boys likel once thought I
wanted to be. Not wrench.
that is a tool used by
mechanics and others which
comes in_Many qualities and
styles. But the word is wench;
or is it winch?
Depending entirely upon the
spelling of the word (it is
pronounced the same) we
have a meaning here of
somewhat different values. In
one version it is something a.
man uses that may get him in
trouble. In another version it
is something a man uses that
may get him out of trouble.
Four wheelers are inclined
to get into trouble. With or
without a wench. Let us
forever remember that the
word trouble had many
meanings. Four wheelers get
into the good kind of trouble
usually - you know, the kind
that doesn't involve a wench;
the kind a winch can get you
out of. This could get con-
fusing.
Just remember ladies that if
your man tells you he's fixing
to spend five hundred dollars
on a winch (wench) that you
ought to make him spell it out
right there. If he's a poor
speller I apologize in advance
for giving you this tip. If he
says that the one thing he
needs to make his life com-
plete is a wench (winch) for
the four wheel drive, check it
outs,
Knoiving foursvheelers like I -
do I will go so far as to assure
you th,at the normal dyed in
the wool dedicated citizen of
our crowd is pure in heart. ln
the case of man and jeep, we
almost always will put-jeep
before self. So if you happen to
be signed up with one of these
true blue sincere four
wheelers you likely don't have
much to worry about. Maybe
where you're going to get five
hundred dollars but nothing
serious.
dedicate this column to my
mother at one point in here. It
took me almost two months to
figure out why she looked at
me so funny when I told her I
was going _shopping _for a
winch ( wench) one day. She
used to teach English
Literature, etc., and I guess
she never was sure whether I
was scared of the bad old
witch with the broom.
At any rate when you have
gone to the problem of driving
that rough and ready old four
wheel drive into the absolute
hindcorner of the far part of
the back side of nowhere and
you have committed the
ultimate transgression of the
land beyond the road, a winch
(wench) is a mighty good
thing to have.
As you pause to survey the
situation while a fever attacks
your brow and you feel kind of
hopeless and hurt, you will
undoubtedly notice that those
magnificent expensive white
letter go any-where tires are
prisoners of the ground. That
fire breathing souped up
engine is reduced to par-
ticipating in nothing more
than a sonic drag.




Buy the fernous Rosh N Koller loot and receive yew FREE choice of $5.95
retail Fish Snot !Ernes, 5 pair of socks or $5.95 cosh!
Olympic Plaza
 amer.
2 Mitts 6,st fig 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHESrBait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
magnificent awesome, buddy
of the bulrushes, the
mechanical miracle maker
better known as a four wheel
drive rig begins to take on a
different hue. Just about as
charming as a wheelbarrow
with one wheel broke off. You
will scan the horizons and
check your compass which if
you had one wouldn't do any
good if you didn't know where
you were.
You are alone in the great
and fearsome outdoors. Great
beasts of the wild have you at
their mercy. (It is reported
that rabbits have attacked
man). The death dealing
season.
Dec. 31 — Last day of
statewide deer archery and
squirrel seasons.
Jan. 16 — Last day of duck
MINOR.
Jan. 20 — Last day of goose,
rail and gallinule seasons.
Jan. 31 — Last day of rabbit
and furbearer hunting and
trapping seasons.
Feb. 28 — Last day of quail
and grouse seasons.
Mar. 1 — Time to start
getting ready for spring
fishing!
The dates listed above are
Lot statewide.seasons; certain
wildlife management areas
may have different dates,
particularly for, deer or
waterfoi41 hunting. For a
complete rundown of this
year's regulations and a list of
public hunting areas, write for
a -Hunter's Packet" to
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, Division
of Public Relations, Capital
Plaza Tower, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
climate powers can do you in.
( It is reported that people can
perish overnight from - ex-
posure. You could catch cad
at LBL).
Your one biggest mistake
was being alone without a
winch ( wench) but if you had a
wench (winch) you would not
be alone. On second thought
you might.
Best thing to dtif your wife
won't let you have a winch
(wench) is to always travel
with a buddy who has a winch
( wench) on his rig.
It was a wise student of the
language who said I before E.
Better learn how to spell
fellows, just in case yOu
happen to come up with a
spare five hundred dollars.
What is a winch? It's
something that, can get your
four wheel drive out of
trouble. You I'm not so sure
about. HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING.
A recent morning hunt in Land Between The Lakes
proved successful for John Bryan of 1001 N. Johnny
Robertson Road, Murray. John bagged this 6 point buck
at 12 yards which dressed out at 103 pounds. He was
using a 50 pound Wing Impact cable bow, 2018
aluminum shahs with a 4-blade Wasp broadhead
Hook's Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires and
four-wheel drive vehicles
The -Widest" selection of four-wheeling tires In the
Jackson Purchase featuring:
HOCKS WHEEL ALIPIMEN"
-Gumbo "National vo Maxi Trac


























































As the bowhunting season
'continues, several bowhunters
have learned some hard
lessons about what this sport
called bowhunting is all about.
Some bowhunters have had
'shots at deer only to miss and
• know, first hand, what that
'feeling is like. Others have
had what they 41.toughWireseh
solid and letharalgoeligLAn,
have the trail give out and the
game animal lost.
We understand that in any
form of hunting there will be
losserof game. Some losses
are inevitable no matter what
method is used to harvest
whatever the game being
sought is. leosses of game in
-bowhunting season, as in any
• other hunting season, is a
problem although actual'
--;munbers of- -lost" game'
animals will represent less
than one per cent.
The simple fact is that the
aerow makes a cleaner wound
2 that a'similar wound inflicted
by a projeetile sent on its way
from a firearm. If the game
animal is not wounded
severely it has  a good chance
of extracting the arroiv and
resuming its normal habits.
We will not be caught
making a statement that says
,here are "no" losses during
The bowhunting season. This is
' simply not the truth. Nor is it
true that deer can be seen
num* around the forest with






By Barry William Drew
It is a know fact that deer
will remove an arrow at the
earliest possible time.
Bowhunters do not use
"barbed" arrows ( barbed
arrows are those with
projections on them which
prevent their removal). Once
the arrow is extracted, the
deer has a very good chance of
survival if the hit was in an
area that would not cause a
mortal wound.
...1f3attag,•animals are usually
Atat. lest" because the hit
scored on. them was not a
mortal one.
Most "lest" game animals
are lost because the hunter, or
hunters, following the trail are -
not skilled in tracking and
therefore do not possess the
skill necessary to find the deer
no matter _how good the hit
was to start off with.
With these thoughts in mind,
let's deal with what happens
afterthetit.-'•
The knowledgeable
bowhunter knows that the
game animal struck with a
broad-head arrow is not going
to fall in its tracks. (Only in
cases where the animal is
wounded in an area that af-
fects the nervous system will
it go down immediately.)
The bowhunter must afford
the animal time to move off
while the effects of massive
hemorrhage take their toll and
the anal*, ultimately, lies
down. If the-animal is not
disturbed, it may not be able
to get up again and the trail
will be short. • --.
The above statement wilthe
used a razor-sharp broad-head
to score the hit. Many times,
however, the broad-head is not
razor-sharp and the hit will
not produce the desired effect.
There has been a concerted
effort on the part of
manufacturers to put broad-
heads on the market that will
do the job right the first time.
In the past it was up to the
bowhunter to sharpen his
heads until they reached the
point -where they were sharp
enough to carry into the field
after big game.
Some of the broad-heads on
the market at this time make
sharpening a thing of the past.
These new heads come out of
the box with replaceable
blades that are as sharp as the
blades old dad uset to shave
his face.
This new breed of broad-
head cuts down on the less' of
game because they are
sharper than any hand=
sharpened head can be. The
result is larger, deeper
penetrating wound and a
better blood trail to follow.
What this means to the
game animal is that he is
going to go down faster,
leaving less trail to follow, and
he is likely to wind up in
the lost column. All this makes
the bowhunter a more ef-
ficient hunter even though he
hunts with a so-called
"primitive weapon,'
The really big problem Chat
seems to be troubling
bowhunters is what to do after
the hit has been recorded.
The first rule is kind of




The 1976 bow deer hunting
season opened October 1 in
Kentucky. The season will
remain open • /IWO-Ugh--
November 14, re-open
December 18 and conclude
DeceMbei 31. The Division of
Fiscal Control reports over
90,000- deer lags have been
distributed in the state. A deer
tag, which sells for $10.50,
October. Deer are trapped on
these two high deer density
areas where no hunting is
allowed and are transplanted
to areas in the state with sub-
par deer populations.- Last
year 367 deer were trapped
must be used by all deer
hunters except the following:
-Milan residents, -tree
wives and dependent children
hunting on lands they own,
tenants and their, dependent
chil&en hunting on the land
Where they reside, Ket
tuckians ate 65 'or over
carrying an affidavit stating
the year of birth and place of
residence ( cards are available














Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun fMelicovetr,-_1
_lul1 MIMI
appy HolidayTravel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE ARAYSON McCLURE
ToNe 94 East out of Murray for 2 metes Turn rlght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 mdet past Bonner s Grocery Take
block op info Panorama and fellow blacktop to your rrght
Telephone 502-436-5483
The bowhunter should mark
the route of the fleeing deer
and then sit down and wait!
Only in the case of a bondied
leg hit, in which case the
animal should be immediately
pursued, should the
boy/hunter consider leaving
his' tree-stand before 45
minutes to an hour has
elapsed.
If the trail is taken up before
the time is right, the deer will
surely run causing the
trackers to follow a long, and
often difficult, trail. Stay put
in that tree-stand and let the
razor-sharp arrow and nature
do its work.
Many bowhunters have told
us that they wanted to find the
deer before dark. This is very
well if the animal is wounded
in the early afternoon.
Knowledgeable brzwtnmters
know that it is actually easier
to track at night.
Blood contains a. certain
amount of phosphorus and this
property makes it almost glow
at night under strong light.
Don't be afraid to track- at
night. At night, in the woods,
superfluous 'details of terrain
and other details won't bother
the trackers because
everything looks the same in
the forest at night making the
tracking job easier.
Preceed slowly when
tracking a wounded deer.
Many trails are destroyed by
over-zealous trackers who Just
have-t040-rout abeedteczuze -
they think they have a line on
the deer's route.
Remember that a deer may
backtrack on you at any given
time.
If trail sign runs out, mark
the last sign and work the trail
backwards before going into a
circle searcing routine. -
When backtracking fads to
turn up a new direction, mark
the last sign, preferably with a
member of the trail party, and
work in circles around the last
Sign:
Begin With small circles and
widen them accordingly.
Remember that the wound in
the deer may have sealed for
time and sign will be sparse.
resident servicemen on
furlough of four, or more days,
hunting in the county of legal
residence at the time of en-




The annual deer trapping
projects at the Ballard County
Wildlife Management Area '
and Mammoth Cave National
Park are set to resume in
-and transplanted-through- the
program. By the way, with the
deer operation beginning and,
waterfowl beginning to arrive,
the Ballard area will be closed




season begins October 22.
Taking is by dogs only with a
OOOOO is•pi
limit of one raccoon per
hunter or three raccoons per
party of three or more hun-
ters. There is no limit on
opossums. The first portion of
squirrel and dove seasons and-
the frog season clas






boat. 40 h. p.- Johnson
motor, trolling motor
with foot control and
trailer. $650. Call 753-
2361, after 5:30.
•
Murray Home & Auto
The more tor the
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service
Now 751 /571 (lied* St
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
lig Ise• Us tin
Tennis Department






and again. Use the member of
the party stationed at the last
sign as a vocal marker. He
will be able to keep. the party •
from going too far away.
Be persistent! Many deer
have been found because the
_hunters involved were willing 
- to take the chewing-out that
they will surely get for coming
in at 2:30 in the morning. Stay
with the trail until the animal





With so many acuvies"
happening in the local, D. II,
Chapter, I have not,devoted
much -space to thê upcoming
D. U. Banque.
Since that). U. Banquet is
the single most_ important
project that a chapter un-
clCrtakes each year and
provides most of the money
which is sent to the national
headquarters, it is very im-
portant that local citizens
support and attend the D. U.
Banquet in their community.
In 1976 at D. U. Banquets
held in cities all over the
ITtirta States, ---tiada and,
Mexico, over 61-2 million '
dollars was raised for projects
in the marshlands of Canada.
This money will insure that
- there will be waterfowl
hunting in the years to come.
I want to urge all the area
sportsmen, to attend the D. U.
Banquet being held to provide
the funds that will help save
wetlands needed as breeding
WANT ADS
MIKE NANCE SCORES ON A TENNESSEE BUC*: — Mike Nance, of Murray, scored his
first' successful bowhunt during the Tennessee bowhunt a couple weeks ago. Nance
harvested his deer using a Bear recurve how and Bear razorheads. Here's to your con-
tinued success in the field during the remainder of the season Mike!
Be persistent because a good Don't be fooled into the hunt. Try to score a good
hit will produce sign again believing the so-called rules hit with a razer-sharp broad-
head, give the animal time to
expire, organize a good trail
party, proceed slowly, mark
the trail often, be aware that
wounded deer will back-track,
be persistent and exhaust all
-possibilities before giving up
on the  trail. ,Do these, titnss___,
and a hit that was marginal
may well pay offinfivtiophy.
do. Slime follow the rules and
is
trail that the deer has laid and
for what wi aearwbot. unded at_a_deenae,r
some don't. Simply follow the
Predict what any one deer will
"supposed" to do after the hit.
• There just isn't any "'way to
time deal. Bowhunters who
have followed several trails
will say that the rules just
don't hold up.
Tracking a wounded deer is
probably the toughest part of
grounds for waterfowl in
Canada. I can promise you a
_most enjoyable evening.
Now, here are a few basic
facts' about this year's D. U.
Banquet.. It will be held
Wednesday night, November
17, 1976 at the Murray-
Calloway County Country
Club. Activities will -staist at
6:00 p. m. with dinner being
served at 7:00 p. m. All con-
tributions made to D. U. are
tax deductable. The con-
tribution is $10.00 to D. U. This
entitles you to copies of the D.
U. Magazine. The, cost of the
--dinner --and--entereainment
also $10.00. If you attend the
banquet, you will be eligible to
win .any of the 'door prizes
which range in value Ifroni ,
$5.00 to $195.00. So any way
you look at it, you-are really
getting a bargain. •
I guess me most important
part of the local ,banquet is
selling the commemorative
shotgun to the highest bidder.
Storey's
Food Gaut
Open 7 Days A Week
. 6 8 a. m. - 10:00 p.,m.
Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322
641 Super Shell
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters






Located W Railroad Avenue 753-1933
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
A Winchester Super X Model t'
willhe the gun offered forsale
this year. The Winchester is a
12 guage .30" full choke with a
ventilated rib.
The National D. U.
Headquarters places certain
conditions -on the local
chapters concerning the
conunrnorative shotgun. The
imost mportant of which is the
fact that -the gun must bring at
least $676.00 - or it must 'be-
returned to the D. U. National
Headquarters. Last year at a
banquet in Morgan City,
Louisiana, a city with the
same population ag Murray, a
D. U. member paid $8,500.00
for the commemorative
shotgun with the serial No. 1.
If the shotgun does not fit
' your budget,' there, will be
many other items offered for
sale to the highest bidder.
Among these items are a
motorcycle, decoys, hunting
trips,_wi Wide 
country ham that you will
hear more about later.
Also, don't forget that: there
are almost 100 door prizes to
be given away to those at-
tending the banquet. The most
highly sought after of the door
prizes will be a Marlin 120 3"
Magnum shotgun. Other door
prizes include a hooded rain
suit, a box of shotgun shells, a
candy bowl set, $5.00 worth of
free gas, duck calls, lube job,
a set of mirrors, 50 lb. of grass
seed, free tickets to 3 country
._ music show. duck_ hunting
trips 'With local D. U. mem-
bers, 25 lb. of dog food, oil
change, and several gift
certificates from local stores.
If none of these items interest
you, there are others I will try
to list before the banquet.
" The shotguns and Some of
the IA ildlife prints should be on
display soon at the local
banks. Be sure to watch for
them.
Each trip I make to the lake,
see 'a few more ducks. I just 
hope they stay around for
opening day. This should be a
fine year for duck hunting in
West Kentucky and even
better for goose hunting: I
hope , all you duck hunters
have just about completed
your preparations for the
opentng of the season on
November 20.
If you plan to plant some
grass seed on your favorite
island, now would be an ideal
litue. This small amoont of
work will really pay off as the
season gets underss ay.













AS OF tit-TUBER 28,
1976, 1, Kerry Strode,
am no longer respon-
sible for any debts other





Barber Shop. 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,









you cast your vote,
November 2nd Ballet
Paid fur by candidate















8 a m,-11 p rn Monday Oyu
Saturday Come see us for
your balsa wood, airplane
models. utility knives,
model paint and brushes
HO train sets aad ac-
cessories Lionat and IN-
auage track









_yours after 6 months
specialized training.
Earn 115,01110,_ to
$35,000 a year in
management.
I will start you with
up to $1,000 a month
guaranteed, send you
to'schoot for 3-weeks -
expenses paid, train















nesday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
.t5024.42-7341.







per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if




- responsibility. If you






Box 188 Dept.' 575,
``Albany, MO. 64402.
PERSON with spare
time, car, and Polaroid
camera needed to make
insurance reports. Ideal ,
for retired person or
someone traVeling - the
County of Calloway.
REPLY: INSPECTION








reStime top. b. Box 32D, .
Murray.
PAGE 10 THE MURRAY; Ky., LEBGER TIMES, Satwday,
6. Help Wanted
NEED BRICK layer ju
lay about 32,000 brick's.
If interested cadl 365-








.PART ,TjME struction sales or
colfiers and que Euji_ „supervisory back-
,
' operator' wanted. Apply Box 005, Murray, KY.
at Houston McDevitt
Clinic.
WANTED brick layers or
apprentice brick layers
with 2 years experience.
Call 753-6311.
F1;LI." OR TART Time-
Will accept college
student applicants for
Local Plant. - Send
Resume to P.O. Box 221,
Murray',.Ky.







for $350 month or will
lease 72' x 56' buililing
for $300 nitinth. Contact






Vote Tuesday, Nov. 2
This ad paid for by the Cal/oway Coun
ty Democratic Committee Betty
Lowry, Treasurer
1. Legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
(Continued from Page 5)
higher of the currently effective contract demand or
the highest billing demand established during the
preceding 12 months.
Minimum Bill
The monthly bill under A above shall not be less than
the higher of 11 ) the base customer charge or (2) 70 per
cent of the base demand charge (adjusted for the por-
tion of the current Adjustment Addendum applicable to
the customer's billing demand as provided in Ad-
justment above) applied to the higher of (1) the curren-
tly effective contract demand or (b) the highest
demand established during the preceding 12 months.
The monthly bill under B above shall not be less than
the base demand charge (adjusted in accordance with
the portion of the current Adjustment Addendum ap-
plicable to the customer's billing demand as provided
in Adjustment above) applied to the higher of (a) the
currently effective contract demand or (b) the highest
demand established during the preceding 12 months.
Distributor may require minimum bills higher than
those stated above.
Seasonal Service
Customers who contract for service on a seasonal_
basis shall be limited to 1,500 kilowatts and shall pay
the above charges plus 10 per cent of the bill computed
-afterany adjustments are applied. For such customers
the minimum monthly bill provided for above shall not
apply. Instead, such customers shall pay a minimum
monthly bill of $5.00 so long as service is connected;
'shall pay a minimum annual bill which shall in no case
be less than (a) 3 cents per Idlowatthour of the
maximum monthly consumption for-customers whose
demand does not exceed 50 kilowatts or (b) $10.00 per
kilowatt of the maximum demand established for
customers whose demand is over 50 kilowatts; and
shall pay in addition the actual cost of connections and
disconnections in excess of one of each per year.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATE--Schedule LS
Availability
Available for service to street and park lighting
systems, traffic signal systems, athletic field lighting
installations (during prescribed use-period), and out-
door lighting for individual customers.
Service under this schedule is for a term of not less
than one year.
PART A - CHARGES FOR STREET. AND PARK
LIGHTING SYSTEMS, TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEMS,
AND ATHLETIC FIELD LIGHTING IN-
STALLATIONS
I. Energey Charge: 1.984 cents per Icilowatthour as in-
creased or ftecreased in accordance with Appendix Ito
the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Adjustment
The customer's bill for each month shall be in-
creased or decreased in accordance with the current
Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.
II. Investment Charge:
The annual investment charge shall be 12 per cent of
the installed cost to Distributor's electric system of the
facilities devoted to street and park lighting service
specified in this Part A. Such installed cost shall be
recomputed on July 1 of each year, or more often if
substantial changes in the facilities are made. Each
month, one-twelfth of the then total annual investment
-charge shall be billed to the customer. If any part of the
facilities has not been provided at the electric system's
expense or if the installed cost of any portion thereof is
reflected on the books of another municipality or agen-
cy or department, the annual investment charge shall
be adjusted to reflect properly the remaining cost to be
borne by the electric system.
Traffic signal systems and athletic field lighting in-
stallations shall be provided, owned, and maintained
by and at the expense . of the customer, except as
Distributor may agree otherwise in accordance with
the provisions of the paragraph next following in this
Section II. The facilities necessary to provide service
to such systems and installations shall be provided by
and at the expense of Distributor's electric system, and
the annual investment charge provided for first above
in this Section II shall apply to the installed cost of such
facilities.
When so authorized by policy duly adopted by
Distributor's governing board, traffic signal systems
..and athletic field lighting installations may be
provided, owned, and mainta'ned by Distributor's elec-
tric system for the customer's benefit. In such cases
Distribtior may require reimbursement from the
customer for a portion of the initial installed cost of any
such system or installation and shall require payment
by the customer of an investment charge sufficient to
cover all of Distributor's costs (except reimbursed
14 Want To Buy
SMALL MOBILE HOME,
10' x 12'. Five to seven
years old. Call 753-8216
after 5.
WANT TO BUY -
• Firnate j3oxer puppy.





Foreign, old and gold.
... Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale





ONE SCHW1NN 5 speed
bike. One 20" bike. Also
wariigl like to buy one or
two 10 speeds. Call 753-
6760.
NEW SET OF FOUR
Pyrex bowls, three piece
Corning Ware, electric
can opener, portable,
mixer, womens tops and
a new house coat size 10.
Call 436-5872.
1. legal Notice
15 Articles For Sale:
PACE 143 CB with 23
channels. Ground plain
antenna, 12 volt con-
verter. Raleigh Grand
Prix 10 speed with









612 South 9th, Murray
Cull 753-5719
















owning, and maintaining such system or installation;
provided that, for athlete field lighting installations,
such investment charge 41)111 in no case be less than 12
per cent per year of such costs. Said itivestment charge
shall be in addition to the annual investment charge on
the facilities necessary to provide service to such
system or installation as provided for in the preceding
paragraph. Replacement of lamps and related
glassware for traffic signal systems and athletic field
lighting installations provided under this paragraph
shall be paid for under the provisions of paragraph A in
Section III.
HI. Replacement of Lamps and Related Glassware -
Street and Park Lighting.
Customer shall be billed and shall pay for
replacements as provided in paragraph B below, which
shall be applied to all service for street and park
lighting.
A. Distributor shall bill the customer monthly for
such replacements during each month at Distributor's
cdst of materials, including appropriate storeroom ex-
pense.
B. Distributor shall bill the customer monthly for
one-twelfth of the amount by which Distributor's cost
of materials, including appropriate storeroom ex-
pense, exceeds the product of 3 mills nrultiplied-try the
number of icilowatthours used for street and park
lighting during the fiscal year immediately preceding
the fiscal year m which such month occurs.Metering
the fiscal year in which such month occurs.
Metering
For any-billing month or part of such month in which
the energy is not metered or for which a meter reading
is found to be in error or a meter is found to have failed,
the energy for billing purposes for that billing month or
part of such month shall be computed from the rated
capacity of the lamps (including ballast) plus 5 per
cent of such capacity to reflect secondary circuit
losses, multiplied by the number of hours of use.
Revenue and Cost Review
Distributor's costs of providing service under Part A
of this rate schedule are subject to review at any time
and from time to time to determine if Distributor's
revenues from the charges being applied are sufficient
to cover said costs. If any such review discloses that
revenues are either less or more than sufficient to
cover said costs, Distributor shall revise the above in-
vestment charges so that revenues will be sufficient to
cover said costs. Any such revision of the annual in-
vestment charge provided for first above in Section II
of Part A of this rate schedule shall be by agreement
between Distributor and TVA.
PART B - CHARGES FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING
• FOR INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS
Charge Per Fixture
Lamp Size
Type of Fixture ( Watts) Base Monthly Charge










'Incandescent fixtures not offered for new service.
The above charges in this Part B are limited to ser-
vice from a photoelectrically controlled standard
street lighting fixture installed on a pole already in
place. If the customer wishes to have the fixture in-
stalled at a location other than on a pole already in
place, Distributor may apply a monthly charge not to
exceed $2,00 per pole for additional poles required to
serve the fixture from Distributor's nearest available
source. Distributor may uniformly adjust the above
base monthly charges up or down by an amount not to
exceed $1.00.
When so authorized by policy duly adopted by
Distributor's governing board, special outdoor lighting
installations may be provided, ownedi and maintained
by Distributor's electric system. In such cases
Distributor may require reimbursement from the
customer for a portion of the initial installed cost of any
such installation and shall require payment by the
customer of monthly charges sufficient to covet all of
Distributor's costs '(except reimbursed costs), In-
cluding appropriate overheads, of providing, owning,
and maintaining such installations.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Mayfield, Kentucky
15 Articles For Sale
MATE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again














and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from-12.75- to-
$7.00 per. sheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.48. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross &- Tuck. Salvage.




$50. Good condition. Call
437-4596.
20' ADMIRAL deep




new. $50. Call 753-5340.
REFRIGERATOR AND
portable TV. Call 753-
0398.










and Service, 500 Maple













tractor, 12 ft: Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semr.mt. plows. Two




boat. 40 h. p. Johnson
motor, trolling motor
with foot control and
trailer. $650. Call 753-
2361, after 5:30.
HOUSEBOAT FOR sale.
Needs work but has
possibilities. Unsink-
able. $695. Call 901-642-
4796.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing4
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.





FOR SALE D6 Caterpiller
diesel. Looks good, runs
good and is good. Asking
$4700. Call 901-642-4798.
TWO FARM wagons with
wood wheels. $65 each.
Call Lowell Walker, 474-
2797.
22 Musical
PIANO LESSONS. I will
- give admit and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the







Organs, Kimball , and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
















Wass free Post Office
Baldwin Pianos
Baldwin Organs
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.






and one antiatie radio
and record player
combination, 78 rpm.
Call 753-8560 or 354-6392.
FORMICA TOPS, sink
cut outs, and odd pieces...r
Used doors, used tires,
fireplace screen, range
hoods, used glass tub
enclosure. Roys Car-
penter Shop, next to
Drive In.
RIDING LAWN MOWER




mower, dozer blade and
hydraulic for rear at-
tachments. - Includes
dozer, cart and dozer
blade. Call 753-8560
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








1973 ATLANTIC, M x 12,
mobile home. Two
. bedrooms, all electric,
central air, and fur-
nished. Call 753-9447
after 5:30 p. m.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
54 X 24 DOUBLE wide
with or without lot. Also
with or without fur=
niture.. Willis H. Smith,
.ficatte Benton, Ky.
Call 354-6450.
28. Heatin? & Cooling
DUO-THERM oil heater
with blower. $25.00 or
best offer. Call 753-4590.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer
within approximagely 2
blocks of University on
private lot. Couples
only. No pets. $100
month. Call 753-4661.
MOBILE- HOMES and
mobile home spaces for





basement at 4th and
Sycamore. Next to
Woods Florist, Call 522-
8469.
I Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE 16 to 20
acres for four mares.
Near Murray. Call 753-
4627.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-





apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,









34 Houses For Rent
TRC-56 CB radio. $100.
Call 753-4331. • u.
WALNUT CABINET











Ideal For $1 995
Christmas
Murray Supply
2081. Main Co., Inc. 753-3361
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath home 1,42 miles
from Murray. Couples
only. $175 month. $100
deposit. Call 753-9829.
HOUSE DIVIDED INTO
a duplex. Call 753-4331.
TWO BEDROOM house,
air condition with stove
and refrigerator fur-
nished near Panorama
Shores. Couples only or,






large bath, carport. Call
489-2116 after 5 p. m.
36 or Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37. Livestock Supplies
TWO SOWS AND 11 pigs
for sale. Call after 6,753-
7654.
TWO MALE HOGS. Pure
bred duroc. Six months
• old. Call 474-2369.
38 Pets Supplies
WANT- TO BUY -
Female Boxer puppy.




weeks old. Call 753-2378.
ALL BREED grooming.
AKC miniature




AKC IRISH Setter pup-
pies and adult breeding









Six weeks old. Call 753-
9570.
40 P.0 ire
TURNIPS - $3.50 bushel.
Greens - $1.50 bushel,
you pick. Sweet potatoes
- large $3.00 bushel.
Bakers - $2.00 bushel.




Saturday October 30, 8












REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
ONE ACRE LAND an
North 641, near Murray.
Call 753-8527.
FIVE Lgrit in Florida for
sale. Or _trade. East.and _
West. Call . 753-0790 or
• '753-.4124.
FOR ALL YOUR in-





31 acres about a mile







baiter, 505 Main St.,





beautiful new 3 bedroom
brick veneer house with
2 baths. Extra large
kitchen-family room.
Decorated by Interiors




and air, all built-ins,
garage and city water.
On 2 acre lot. Price is






. see Boyd-Majors Real
,Estate, 105 North 12th,
753-8080 or call any of






SOLD TWO more farms
last week and just listed
another 75 acre tract
hear Kentucky Lake.
This land is ideal for
cattle or horse farm-all





Brick 2 bedroom home
wUli fireplace, central
_electric heat and air,




phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, _far- more in-





















Have You Seen It?
Its not one of the Wonders Of The World but it
is local and the only one like it... That's our
all MARBLE Showroom at
Thornton Tile
& Marble
"Quality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th 753-57111



























































your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.




Illowtifwi 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Wish with hap family rem




This 4 bedroom home with





lit,, Wee 3 berirsow home
is State, row 23 ease with
excellent imams preparty.
Two bedroom home with
firspiwcs earth if city..
Priced to sell.
Remodeled
Three indrawn hams sitting
on 3 acres, smith of city,
priced is tie mid 30s.
lice & Neat
four bedroom frame home
with 4 stall stock horn, east
of city, priced law 20's.
Extra lice
Thrws_barirscus ho.._
amaffry chi seeds wow
mum, @war Ws acre lot,
provides quiet cavalry set-
oily $45,000.
Olihr NOW
406 N. 616 Shoot, wider
heat se IS it 140 lot mwds







SHOP 32' x 44' on 1 acre
lot heated and air
compressor. Call 753-
7370.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER. Attractive ,
small, 2 bedroom,
located at 513 Beale.
Ideal for retired couple,
young family or rental
property. Shopping area
and new park within
walking distance.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
4862 or 753-1611.
BY OWNER-borne and
20 acres, brick' 4
bedroom, 1,2 bath
house. All electric built-
in oven and stove. 10
acres tillable, 10 acres
fenced for livestock, 2
stock barns, 2 large
ponds. Between Tri-City
and Lynn Grove. priced
in mid 30's. Call 435-4589.
TWO NEW THREE
bedroom, central air
and heat, carpet, all
built-Ms on city water
and sewer. Upper 20's.
Will consider trading for
something valuable as






bedroom house, 3 miles
from Murray on private
read. Two large lots,
•' ideal for budget minded.
Willing to work under
$2 0,0 0 O. Serious
inquiries only. Call 753-
8848
'Estate
by Realtor Pat Mobley
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
THE OFFER TO BUY
You are selling your home.
A prospect inspects it, likes
it, and decides to make an
otter. You can depend on
human nature. He will try to
have you accept an offer
lower than your asking
price.
-Vow what? Kist it
you are going to even con-
sider an offer, it must be in
writing and signed. It must
have adefinite time limit,
and it should be ac-
companied by a respectible
amount of the buyer's
money as an indication of
his sincerity. The specific
amount will depend on the
value of your home, the
mortgage market and the
buyer's financial condition.
Relpect your realtoes ad-
vice on this subject.
Once these elements are
fulfilled, it's vow to you to
either accept bis lower offer.
reject it outright, or make a
counter offer to sell
-betwei:n ihe
two, lust remember, if it's
not in writing and ac-
companied by a reasonable
amount, of 'money-taking
your house of the market
would be poor judgment.
Consulting with people
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
doin & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 753-4451 or 753-
8958. We're here to help!
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
brick house, strain-steel
shop building. On two-




-Os Ft oFr IaCgEe ;
Building, near Shop-
ping, 2 baths, family
room, 3 bedtoom.
Priced in lower 30's. Call
753-9380.
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with







shed, dairy barn, other
outbuildings. All under
woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd
Price $100,000. Call 753-
5618.
BY OWNER, nice 3
bedroom' home, den,
utility room, 2 out-
tarildings, fruit trees,
. garden spot, over 1 acre.-
Two miles • South of
Shdpping Center on 641.
Call 753-0154.
REDUCED 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home,
electric heat, on acre
lot. Good location near
fairgrounds. Phone 753-
6795.
BY OWNER - Brick
house on large corner lot





kitchen, gas central heat
and air. Close to school.
$39,500. See at 600 South






BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior • on 5e acres
- 600-! Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
142 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air,. 40' x-60'









You buy a living room suite with accenting pieces or a den
suite with accenting piece_ ts or hide-a-bed with matching 
chair, or a bedroom suite...We'll buy you the carpet for that 
1767117 You pick the carpet from a Super Selection at Joe
Smith's Discount Carpet.








49. Used Cars Trucks
1973 CHEVY SUBUR-
BAN, power brakes,
steering, air, clean. Call
7534532.





power steering. Call 753-
8200.
1974 AUDI FOX. Real
nice. Good rubber.
Stereo tape player.




Call 753-7699 alter 6:00 p.
m.
TWO 40' vans. Tandem
ar.re. $850 each. Call 753.-
7656.
1968 FORD PICKUP. This
truck is nice and in A-1
condition and is low
mileage. Also 1968 V.W.
in good copdition. Call




ton truck, 16 ft. flat
dump, twin hoist, 5
speed with stick. 900-
20 tires. $2,650. Call









JEEP 1969 CJ-5, good




power and air, 1969 Ford
LTD wagon, all original,
extra clean. $650. Call
436-2427.
1972 Chevrolet Im-
pala, 4 door Sedan,
green-green vinyl top
- 39,000 actual miles,






1974 CHEVY PICKUP V-
8, air, automatic. $2,750.
Also 1971 Pinto, 4 speed,
$900. Call 753-9773. -
1969 V. W. automatic,
radio, under 45,000
min.'s, priced below
average retail. Call 753-
2485. •
1970 MALIBU 307 2
barrel, 2 speed
automatic, needs front






49. Useo Cars 4 Trucks
1963 FORD .custormzed
van, znag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1971 PINTO, extra nice.







. ',48,000 miles, dark blue
With white stripes. New
battery and tires. Air







short whe*1 base pickup.
Extra clean. 1975
Chevrolet Van black
with murals. 9,000 miles.
Call 753-0405 after 5 p.
743.0695.
1974 PLYMOUTH FURY,
440 cu. in. engine. Power









ndery service.' No job






and roofs sealed. Call






Call 753-4,124, South 4th




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and






design. Call 753-8560 or
354-6392.
ELECTROLUX SALES






 CUSTOM HAY bailing
1975 BLAZER, excellent and custom combining.
condition. Call 753-8768 Call 753-8090.
1970 V. W. RED. $700. Call
753-7774.
1965 CHEVY TRUCK,
short wheel base, V-8
automatic. Will sell with
or without topper. Call
436-2315 or 753-4698.
1973 CHEVROLET




1971 FORD VAN. Can be
seen at University Gulf









mirrors, and table tops.






all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p. m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
51. Services Offered



















505 Main- Murray, Ky.
753-0101 753-7531
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
















estimates. 24 hour an-
swering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.
ibOZER WORK - small
size., ideal for leveling,
spreading backf tiling.
Call 753-7270 or 753-7570.
WHY PAINT? Let. Glover
- and Wilson \, put
aluminum siding ',and
trim on your house,
Colors also patio'
awnings and aluminum




home and industrial, air
.conditioning, and
refrigeration, 'plumbing










est ima t es. Quick drying.
Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
ALPHA LAMBDA Pledge
Class will rake leaves
and do odd jobs. Call 753-
2456 or 767-2605 anytime.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail




an hour. Call evenings,
753-6097.
WILL DO inside or out-





in antiques. Call 753-
9232.
'WILL KEEP children .in
my home. Call 753-6189.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
'.Taylor at 753-2310 for
-i'ree estimates of your
needs. -
WET BOEMENT? We




struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
GENERAL BACKHOE
doors, paver tile and work, white gravel,










work needs call John









Three -bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.




04.00 bushel. Phone 753-
3828 or pickup at
Shoemaker Seed Co.
',MP HAY for sale. Call
753-3729.
,
FREE WHITE and tan
medium sized female
dog, six months old. Had
shots, loves children.
Call 753-2253 after 3 p.
in.
FREE SIX part Collie
Puppies: Eight weeks
old, would make lovely
pet. Call 474,2315.








"Look Before You Buy"
Murray Supply
Co., Inc. 753-3361
Murray Chapter, NARFE (National
Association Of Retired Federal Em-
ployees urges all qualified persons to
vote on November 2.




The Dept. of Streets - Sant. will start the City
wick leaf pickup Mon. 11-1-76. Every effort will be
niaiile to clean the entire city of leaves as quickly as
personnel and equip. will allow. Leaves must be
raked to buck of curb or edge of blacktop to tic-
cormnodate our vacuum leaf machine ( me City of
Murray will not enter upon private- property per
collection of leaves). We respectfully request full
cooperation and consideration of all citizens of




DUE TO HEAVY SUMMER SALES OUR LISTINGS ARE DEPLETED - IF INTERESTED
IN SELLING YOUR HOME PLEASE CALL.
VERY CLEAN 3' bedroom B. F. at 1608 Catalina,
has lots of closets, wall-to-wall carpeting, 1 bath,
large carport, baseboard heat and large lot, this
property is only $25,000.00.
Canterbury Estates. Brick Veneer home has
everything. Well located and well kept, on 110' x
150' lot and has 3 bedrooms and 2 baths, central
gas heat, central air, double carport with paved
drive, all built-ins, carpet and 9 closets. Just like
new. Priced to sell.
REAL NICE 1972 MODEL Cheyenne trailer, size 12
x 65 ft. Located on a beautiful lot in Roberts Sub. off
Highway 280. Also an extra lot adjoining trailer in-
cluded in this price of $13,250.00.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A REAL NICE mini
farm, take a look at this real well kept home on 4
acres of land, lots of highway frontage, has 3
bedrooms, large living room, 2 car garage, with 2
extra nice outbuildings, located on highway 732,
priced at $37,500.00.,
THIS EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom home at 1602
Wiswell Road has been reduced from $48,500.00 to
$43,500.00. Owners leaving town, has central heat
and air, beautiful den with fireplace, 2 baths, 2 car
garage, lot is 185' x 263' really something to see.
ALMOST NEW 2 bedroom, central heat and air,
wall-to-wall carpet, large fireplace with heatalator,
1 car garage and 1 large bath, only $26,750.00.
. FOUR UNIT APT. NOOSE on nice wooded lot,
located at 921 North 16th Street, each unit has two -
bedrooms, large bath, utility room, living room and
kitchen. Deck, front and back, central heat and air,
wall-to-wall carpet. t:all for an appt. to see. ,
If you want an older house on nice lot at corner of
Pine & 7th Sts. to do Some do-it-yourself work on, I
believe this one will make some money. Priced
$7000.00. Owner will consider all bids.
NICE 4 BEDROOM B. V. on,, shady lot at 1702
College Farm Rd. Has been completely redecorated
inside and out. Here is a very good buy at $25,000.00.
THREE BEDROOM WRITE brick home, on Locust
Grove Rd. has large 142 acre lot, central heat and
air, den, large living room with fireplace, formal
dining room, 2 baths, 1 car garage, we are looking
fora bid on thisone.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A NICE COTTAGE
ON a good water front lot, we have it, 2 bedrooms,
bath, utility room and large living room and kitchen
tomb. Has deck, this cottage is priced at only
$23,500.00.
IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION on Wiswell Road
adjoining city limits. We have several nice building
lots left, you can buy a lot or lots at 10% down and
have them when you are ready to build, these lots
have city water and sewer and paved streets.
Comfortable brick veneer home in Bagwell
Manor. Has central gas heat, central air,
covered patio, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large kit-
chen-family room, carpet. Landscaped yard.
Priced right at $32,500.
The Preston Boyd Farm on Hwy. 121 just mile
west of city limits. Has nice older 2 bedroom
home that is well kept. 30 rolling acres with 25
tendable. Approx. 800' frontage-on Hwy. 121 and
also frontage on Roy Graham Rd. Good business
property or for developing. ,
FOR SALE, three bedroom full basement, home in
Lakeway Shores. This is a nice place with good
water view. Priced at S28,500.00. With 4 lots rent
$175.00 per month.
1102 Mulberry. Nice 2 bedroom home on a pretty
lot. Near shopping center. Gas heat and newly
decorated inside and outside. Carpeted. $12,500.
Office Hours: 8-5 Monday through Saturday
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Street Member of Multiple Listings Phone 153-1124
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Prentice Dunn, 753-5725 Guy Spann, 753-2406Loal D. Cole, 753-9723Jack Persall, 753-8961 Louise Baker, 753-2409
1
Court Square 753-8676
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Ronald G. Mosby will be
the speaker at the gospel
meeting to be held at the
West Murray Church of
Christ, located at Doran
Road and Holiday Drive,
starting Monday, November
and coabasaag.—Lituaugb,
Sunday, November 7. Ser-
vices will be held at 7:30
nightly with Sunday services
to be Bible study at ten a. 
m.,
morning worship at 10:50
and evening worship at 6:00.
Youth Sunday At
Christian Church
Youth Sunday will be ob-
served at the First Christian
Church ( Disciples of Christ)
on Sunday, October 31, at the
morning, services at 10:45 a.
-
A special program will be
presented by the youth of the
church. The youth will have a
special party on Saturday
night with Ruth Perkins as the
leader.
Chris Greer will be candle
lighter on Sunday morning.
Greeters will be Mrs. Clem
Moore and Mr. and Mrs. Don
McCord.
The flowers on the Corn-
munion table will be in
memory of Dr. Jean Bordeaux
by his wife.







Holy Communion will be
celebrated by St. John's
Guest speaker at the Episcopal Church on Sunday,
Memorial Baptist Church, October 31, at 9:45 a. m.
Main and Tenth Streets, for Duncan Hart will serve as the
the seven p. m. services on acolyte.
Sunday, October 31, will be A congregational meeting
Rev. C. E. Timberlake, pastor will be held at eleven a. m.
of St. John's Baptist Church, Sunday with a movie to be
who will give a brief review.of shown the children during the
the history of St. John's meeting.
church and bring the evening
message.
Rev. Jerrell White,
Memorial pastor, will speak at
the 10:50 a. m. services on
Sunday.' His subject will be
"The Temporal and The
Eternal" with scripture from 
The Consumer Math class,
by Mrs Light,
LigeGioubitivolkiikerdiFsit _sreirys-fmr- Ccieuiti' High
Tommy Wilkins will serve School conducted a mock
as Runic director in the ab- election for the student body
sence of Rev. Ron Hampton
who is in a revival in
Hamilton, Ohio. The Sun-
shower group will be in con-
cert there on Sunday evening.
Mrs. Margaret Wilkins will
be organist and Mrs. Dianne
Dixon will be pianist. Joe
Morton, deacon of the week,
will assist in the morning
services. Special music will be
presented at both services.,
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a. m. with Elbert Thomason
as director. Church Training
will --be- - six p. m: --wtth
Richard Newcom as director
and the study groups to in-
clude Bible study on "Con-
fession" with scripture from
James 5:16 and I John 1:9, and
for the youth, discussion group
and youth choir.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.9, up 0.2.
Below dam 302.3, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.0,
up 0.1.
Below dam 315.0, down 1.3.
Sunset 6:03. Sunrise 7:18.
Mock Election
Held, School
this week, according to
Ronald McAlister, school
principal.
Seven hundred and sixty-
five students voted in the
election which was held
Wednesday with the vote
tabulation being released on
Friday.
According to the vote,
Carter, 'Democratic
presidential candidate,
received 656 votes for 86 per
cent, Ford, Republican
presidential ,candidate,
received 86 votes for 11 per
cent, and 23 votes, three per
cent, were uncommitted.
In the U. S. Representative
in Congress race Hubbard,
Democrat, got 675 votes for 96
per cent and Bersky,
Republican got 25 votes for
four per cent out of a total of
-700 votes cast in this race,
school officials said.
Principal McAlister said he
was delighted that so many of
the students took part in the
mock election showing a





The special Christmas Arts
and Crafts. event of the
Murray State University
Women's Society, will be held
Monday, November 1, from
seven to ten p. m. in Room 206
of Stewart Stadium, MSU.
Demonstrations will be
repeated every thirty minutes




Sharon Fields, corn shuck
dolls; Pat Harcourt, pine cone
wreath making; Helga Keller,
German Christmas
traditions; Bunny Lanning,
patchwork wall hanging; Lila
Lusk, acrylic painting; Janice
Reynolds, bread dough art;
Sophie Sagrera, Christmas in
Williamsburg; Donna Story,
needlework ornaments;
DeeAnn Umar, pine notate.'
baskets.
Jean Bennett, society
president, and Doris Cella,
event chairman, urges all
women of the society to attend
and to share Christmas
recipes or crafts with others at
the special workshop event.
Murray Lodge Meet
Here Monday Night
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
have a regular meeting on
Monday, November 1, at 7:30
p. m. in the lodge hall.
Work will be in the second
degree. A progress report on
the new lodge building,
located on Highway 121 North
at the Johnny Robertson
Road, will be given.
Refreshments will be ser-
ved, according to Joe Lasater,
Master of the lodge.
5‘,'F. C5E -la, 7
CArZE TO rip.\\
3U AL r-13CT TnE
PL',1APK.,N
t:OR TNAT 
WOULD HOU REAP ONE
OF OOR PAMPHLETS ?
YOUR CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH DEALER
INTRODUCES A NEW LEVEL OF ELEGANCE
DESIGNED TO BRING NEW LEVELS OF SATISFACTION.
The most-successful Chrysler ever intro-
duced, Chrysler Cordoba, comes to you
this year with the luxury that sets it apart
from all other cars which includes the
optional new Crown roof.
But it also brings to you a revolution-
ary engineering feature the Electronic
Lean Burn System A new electronic
computer system that allows for better
engine performance with more precise
firing and smooth engine 
warm-ups.
Stop in and experience mum 
Cordoba today. And look  
into buying or leasing
Cordoba for 1977




Church Youth Choir4 Bro. John Dale To Speak
To Give Musical
The Youth Choir of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
present the musical. "The
Clown," on Monday,
November 1, at 6:30 p. m. at
the BSU Center. "The Clown"
is a dramatic musical ex-
perience of spiritual en-
counter, a spokesman said.
Grey Hurt portrays the
clown who will represent the
modern day Christian as
viewed' by the' world. Other
youth will represent the evil
forces of the world and Bible
characters who have been
changed by Jesus.
Other characters will be
protrayed by Ellen Hurt, Trip
Furches, Randy Herndon,
Meleah Paschall, Ken Orr
Brandon, Pam Williamson,
Kerry Vasseur, Kent
Harrison, Tanya Cooper, Greg
Cooper and Sherri Harrison.
Every one is invited to at-






programs in Murray have
raised ;297.30, it was an-
nounced today by chair-
person, Sherry Runyon, of
Murray High School's Hi-Y
and Tri Alpha clubs, sponsors
of the Halloween Campaign.
Murray High students who
worked on the campaign have
every right to feel proud, Miss
Runyon said. Everyone pit-
ched in and made UNICEF
Day meaningful and
significant for our own
citizens and for lots of others
all over the world, she said.
In Africa, Asia and Latin
America hundreds of millions
of children are fighting
hunger, disease and
ignorance. They need all the
help they can get. National
UNICEF Day programs are
one way of providing it. Miss
Runyon summed up the ex-
perience in this way. "Our
members who Trick or
Treated and all the others who
participated in other UNICEF
Day activities have been part
of a real demonstration of
international solidarity and
international understanding,
thanks to all of Chose who
contributed."
There is _still time to give.
even if you did not participate
in UNICEF Day activities in
Murray. Persons may send
checks to Murray Hi-Y--
Murray High School. No gift is
too small, and l no gift will ,be
considered /too large. Seven
cents buys enough antibiotic
ointment to cure a child of
trachoma, $5.00 stocks a pond
with baby fish for a village's
potential protein supply, and
;92 buys a deep-well pump for




The First Baptist Church
will observe the ordinance of
The Lord's Supper at the 10:45
a. m. worship services on
Sunday, October 31, with Dr.
Bill Whittaker, pastor,
speaking on the subject, "Eat,
Drink and Remember" with
scripture from I Corinthians
11:23-29.
Joe Ward will give the in-
vocation and Kenneth Adams
-will serve as deacon of the
week. Special music will be by
the Adult Choir, directed by
Mrs. John Bowker.
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
the subject; "The Gospel of
God" with scripture from
Romans 1:1-5 at the seven p.
m. services. G. T. Moody,
minister of education, will
give the invocation.
Special music will be Iv the
Adult Choir and the Mixed
Quartet.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Jamie Washer,
Jack Wagar, Paul Dailey, J.
D. Rayburn, Stanford Andrus,
Mancil Vinson, and Thomas
HogancamP.
Volunteer .nursery Workers
will be Mrs. Clyde Adkins,
Mrs. Max Beale, Mrs. Mike
Robertson, Miss Nancy
Noffsinger, Mrs. C. W. Her-
ndon, Dr. Judith Hood, Miss
Rebecca Sams, Miss Cheryl
Cartwright, Mrs. Don Alley,
Mrs. Bobby Malone, Miss
Amy Noffsinger, Mrs. Paul
Dailey, and Miss Deena
Dailey.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. Following the evening
service a reception in honor of
Mr. and. Mrs. Mike Robertson
will be held at eight p. rno.in
the Fellowship Hall of the
. „church.
Bro. John Dale will b the
speaker at he 8:30' and 10:40
a. m. and six p. m. services at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ on Sunday,
October 31.
"The Great Invitation" with
scripture from Matthew 11:28-
30 will be the subject of the
morning sermon. The evening
sermon topic will be
"Righteousness Exalteth A
Nation" with scripture from
Proverbs 14:35.
At the early service Tommy
Carraway will make the
Dr. Fisher Speaker
Methodist Church
Dr.. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak
on the subject, "The Key To A
Richer Life," at the 8:45 and
10:50 a. m. services on Sun-
day, October 31. His text will
be from Luke 6:36-42. .
At the 8:45 service Jenny
Holtgren will sing a solo,
"Build Thee More Stately
Mansions, 0 My Soul."
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell as organist,
will sing the anthem,
"Treasures In Heaven" at the
10:50 service.
Greeters will be Mr. and
Mrs. Max Brandon and Dr.
and Mrs. K. M. George.
Sunday School will be held
between the morning services.
The Junior High UMYF will
meet Sunday at six p. m. in.the
social hall for supper and a
Halloween party. The Senior







GE ELECTRIC RANGE WITH
EASY-CLEAN PORCELAIN
ENAMEL STANDARD OVEN.
P,c1u•e window in removable
oven door Tilt-Lock Calrod
Surface units
Regular Price 5299 95
LESS "Factory Sala S5000
Days- DISCOUNT
YOU PAY $24995
Sunday At Church Of Christ
announcements, Alan Jones
will direct- the song service,
Richard Duke will read the
scripture, and Randy Wright
and Harry Russell wal ke-od in
prayers.
Johnny Bohannon will make
the announcements and Jerry
Bolls will direct the song
service at the 10:40 a. m. and
six p. m. services.
Reading the morning
scripture will be Gary Lamb
with prayers to be led by
Edgar Rowland and Tommy
Schroeder. Kevin McManus
will read the evening scripture
with Willie Francis and Jerry
Howard to lead in prayers.
Serving for The Lord's
Supper will be Webb Caldwell
and Vernon Anderson at 8:30
and Forest Boyd and Lenith
Rogers at 10:40. Harry
Russell, Michael Russell,
Ronnie, Sikla, and Steve_
Simmons will serve on the
Extension Department.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a. m.
The Ladies Bible Class will
, not meet Tuesday, November
2, due to Election Day.
:$35 CASH
INSTALLATION ALLOWANCE
direct from General Electric on purchase
of any of these appliances between






I StninIsh 6 Aquatic
" ether ' mammal
8 Manifest 7 Swerve
12 tIgitel- 9 Railroad
4 i SONtrizeWillth
14 Gaelic I abbr I
15 Evaluates 10 Vegetable
17 Note of 11 Weird
sc•le 13 Mature
18 Female ruff 1e Imitator
19 Document 19 Fold
20'Soft food._ 20 Lan• •
21 Preposition 22 warning
22 Change device
23 Doom 23 Accomplish-
24 Latin merits anotherconjunction
25 Den 28 Beef 
animal 31 Attitude




38 Tench: tlawr d
27 Pertaining 238 Portion 8




























$‘1 C Installation $e C Installation
wPaP Allowance waft, Allowance
on Cenral/teethe to any GI Built-ls P-7
BUILT-IN DISHWASHERS Self Cleaning Oven
• •-r,
$2ChistalletiON InStalhatilin
WWI Allowance I V Allowance
NARK Reilt-In on any GE Buitt-In
CONVENTIONAL COOK TOP



































GE 20.8 Cu. ft.
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
WITH GIANT 6.96 Cu. ft. TOP
FREEZER. Only 301/2' wide. Big extra
storage in both doors. Power Saver
Switch helps reduce operating cost
Regular Price 5539 95







DOWN. 2 wash/2 spin speeds!
4 water levels! 3 wash/rinse
temp. combinations!












CONTROL DRYER. • No-
Guess- sensor monitors
temperatures ends cycle
when clothes are dry.

























Node WYC 75.57W04 Stand Included'
High impact olastiircabmv
WYA,S526w0
High impact plastic cabinpt, OU PAY
1.111tillted walnut gr/On finish 532995
Feb. 1, 1977 Same as Cash or up to 24 mo. to pay
Fully '!quipped Service Department
212 t Main Murray Appliance
Y
SAVE 560°°
GE PORTA COLOR TV
WITH ONE-TOUCH _
COLOR SYSTEM. Solid'
State Chassis In-Line Picture
Tube System
Regular Price 5389 95
Dais" DISCOUNT
LESS "Factory Sale $600 a
7531586
